We have developed a routing protocol for space that creates an infrastructure which enables routers on board spacecrafts to calculate near optimum routing tables ahead of time and on-demand when network changes occur. Our routing protocol for space communication, Space OSPF (SOSPF), divides the routing domain (e.g., our solar system) into areas within areas which provides an orderly fashion of transmitting routing information throughout the routing domain. The concept of areas within SOSPF allows routing information of one area to be hidden within that area. In addition, since the trajectory of space crafts are either predictable (e.g., satellite constellation around Earth), preset (e.g., the International Space Station), or set on demand (e.g., a space shuttle), a router on board those spacecrafts calculates the time intervals where spacecrafts are in direct view with the calculating router and the propagation delays to those spacecrafts using the location of those spacecrafts and the local transmission capabilities. Then, those calculated values are dispersed throughout the routing domain. Also, we will present a new routing algorithm which allows routers on board spacecrafts to use the received routing information (i.e., the time intervals and the propagation delay) to compute the routing
table. This routing algorithm can compute shortest delay paths over conventional concurrently-link as well as intermittent-links using a store-and-forward communication scheme. Furthermore, we will present the routing performance of this new protocol in real space scenarios and show how the SOSP routing domain stays stable after link failures as the routing domain diameter grows to the end of our solar system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the future, there are plans to launch long-distance exploratory probes, build space colonies on distant planets, and place satellites around planets other than Earth. Like the Mars Lander [39], these space technologies will gather data and beam it back to Earth by suitable means [61]. To facilitate these goals, there is a need to construct a routing infrastructure explicitly for a space routing domain that provides efficient routing decisions with low delay and high throughput.

Comparing with Earth-like network, one of the different aspects of routing in space is the mobility of the routers, which causes intermittent connectivity between them [41]. On earth, mobile-end-points are moving, while, in space, both end-points and routers are moving. Though there are several successful earth protocols for mobile transport (such as Mobile Internet Protocol (IP) [55]), there is yet a routing protocol that meets the full requirements of the space routing domain.

The primary attributes used to characterize any routing protocols and their functionalities are complexity, loop-free routing, convergence, storage overhead, computational overhead, and transmission overhead [57], [42]. In a topology network, where routers are continuously moving (e.g., routers on board spacecrafts), those parameters are especially important since fast convergence to a new route after a topology change insures quick
delivery of the data [57].

1.1 Routing Protocol Functionalities

Space routing protocols have different functionalities which are posed by the following six questions:

1. Will the routing protocol use network state information?
2. Where is the routing table created?
3. How is the routing table created?
4. Will the routes have intermittent links?
5. Will the routing protocol support long delays?
6. Will the routing protocol use the predictable aspects of space objects?

The answers of these questions are in the sections below.

1.1.1 The Use of Network State Information

The use of network state information can be either static or adaptive. Static routing does not integrate the dynamic nature of the network while adaptive routing takes into account the changes in the network state [9]. The network state is made of:

- Information about the topology: Which router is connected to which router?
- Information about the traffic: How is the traffic load distributed among the network elements? What is the length of the interface queues in the router? etc [29]

Adaptive routing performs better than static because they react to the occurrence of network changes but at the price of an increased complexity of the algorithm.

Moreover, adaptive routing can be either isolated or non-isolated. Isolated routing are
adaptive algorithms that base their routing decisions on local information such as the length of the queues in the router’s output interfaces (e.g., Hot Potato routing [68]). Non-isolated algorithms take into account the status of the network at an extent ranging from the neighboring routers to the whole network. Most of today’s routing algorithms in terrestrial networks are non-isolated [27].

Non-isolated algorithms are likely to be more efficient but the information about the network state must be distributed and gathered. While using such information enables the computation of accurate routes, it consumes network resources. Therefore, one must find a proper balance between the routing accuracy and the cost of accessing the network state information [27].

1.1.2 Where Is the Routing Table Created

The creation of the routing table is centralized, decentralized or distributed. In a centralized approach, the routing tables for all routers are created statically at a central location, (e.g., Earth control center computes routing table for each router on board a spacecraft and send the routing table to the spacecraft). In a decentralized approach, each router calculates its routing table statically with no cooperation from others. In a distributed approach, a set of routers cooperate together in order to compute the routing table.

Centralized algorithms suffer from the “single point of failure” weakness. Decentralized algorithms solve the bottleneck problem but still feature a point of failure at the source. In a decentralized algorithm if a router fails, other routers do not become aware of this failure until a number of failed transmissions occur. Distributed algorithms avoid these two
drawbacks by splitting the route computation among different equipments. But, distributed algorithms introduce two new problems: *routing loops* and *convergence period*.

**Routing loops:** *routing loops occur when a route includes a given router more than once.*

Messages going through loops uselessly consume network resources and create transmission overhead and computational overhead [27]. Loops are addressed in two ways. The first approach consists in designing algorithms that are loop free. Synchronization of the different routers prevents loop formation at the price of generating additional signaling traffic and increasing the time required by the algorithm to compute the route [12]. A second approach, referred to as optimistic, is to detect loops upon formation and then take the appropriate action. Detection is achieved by recording complete description of the routes. Loop detection impacts both the routing algorithm response time and the signaling load [27].

**The convergence period:** *The convergence period is the amount of time for a router to restore normal traffic handling after recovery from a network change.*

Because of the distributed computation between different routers and because of the transmission delay, the algorithm takes time to converge to the solution. If the convergence period is long, changes to the network state might occur before the routing table computation resulting from the last network change is completed.

1.1.3 How Is the Routing Table Created

Routing is to find a path between a source and a destination according to the users’ requirements, namely: *Legacy, Type of Service* and *Quality of Service* [27].
Legacy type algorithms make use of a shortest path computation. Different shortest path algorithm computation use different types of optimization metrics, like number of hops or a measurement of the end-to-end delay. Bellman-Ford, Floyd-Warshall, and Dijkstra algorithms are examples of shortest path algorithms [26], [66].

In a legacy type algorithm, an optimization metric (for example end-to-end delay) is not adequate for all types of services. Real-time applications are sensitive to delay while file transfers are only sensitive to communication reliability. Different service types require different optimization metrics [27].

These findings lead to Type of Service (ToS) routing. ToS in the Internet Protocol (IP) is defined as: *minimize delay, maximize throughput, maximize reliability, and minimize monetary cost* and *normal service* [36]. Each IP datagram is expected to be routed according to its destination address and ToS field. The ToS field value corresponds to a given optimization metric used by a shortest path computation. Legacy and ToS routing are described as *best effort* routing algorithms.

Moreover, best effort is not always what is best for the user. Considering a video stream in a ToS environment, each packet is tagged with a ’minimize delay’ ToS. Because of variations of the network state and since the routing algorithm minimizes the delay, the packets will be delivered at a varying rate. Extra buffering is then required in order to deliver video frames at a constant rate [27]. Quality of Service (QoS) routing addresses this problem by using a set of parameters describing the route requirements where each parameter is specified with an interval of values. Considering the number of possibilities resulting from the combination of parameters, QoS routing is best used with on-demand
1.1.4 Intermittent Paths

TCP/IP networks have been designed with a specific assumption that all routes in the routing table contain no intermittent paths [41].

Let the link between two routers $x$ and $y$, be represented by $(x, y)$. Let $b_{xy}$ be the clock time that indicates the beginning of the time period where $(x, y)$ is active. Finally, Let $e_{xy}$ be the clock time that indicates the end of the time period where $(x, y)$ is active. Then a path is considered intermittent (see Figure 1) if it contains three consecutive routers $k$, $l$, and $m$, such that:

$$e_{kl} < b_{lm}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Figure 1: An intermittent path example

If there are a sufficient number of routers in space, there is no need for routes in the routing table to contain intermittent links. But until then, a space routing protocol must provide
support for intermittent links. However, a routing protocol with intermittent links support has storage overhead because data traveling along an intermittent path has to be stored for long periods of time along its path route.

1.1.5 Long Delays
In space, propagation delay between a pair of routers may take hours which will cause many problems, like low throughput, loss of security synchronization, and longer convergence period [67],[70]. There are many ways to deal with a satellite link’s long delay. One of them is to avoid using it for feedback or acknowledgment [71]. Another method is to minimize the occurrence of long delay transmissions. In essence, a space routing protocol has to provide a network topology structure or method to deal with long delays.

1.1.6 Predictable Mobility
All space objects are moving according to mathematical equations and their positions in space are calculated with extreme precision [25], [41]. It is advantageous to include predictability to a routing protocol because routes can be calculated ahead of time but at the cost of incurring computation overhead. In centralized routing, predicting the location of all routers is overwhelming worrying because of the single point of failure phenomena. Decentralize routing is a better solution but it reiterates the computational overhead at the router where energy limitation on board spacecrafts is an issue [30]. Distributive routing may be better than centralized and decentralized routing because the predictability computation is divided between routers.
1.2 Existing Routing Protocols

In this research, the existing routing protocols are surveyed in order to find how the functionalities of each routing protocol are capable of handling space traffic if placed in routers onboard spacecrafts. A number of routing protocols were developed over the years, although mainly for routers that have static locations. These routing protocols solve different routing domain problem ranging from internal gateway protocols (routing within an autonomous system) to external gateway protocols (routing between different autonomous system) [72].

1.2.1 Interior Gateway Protocol

Interior gateway protocol, referred to as IGP hereafter, are protocols which manage routing within an autonomous system, referred to as AS hereafter. An AS is a collection of networks that are connected to each other and can communicate with each other without resorting to routing outside the AS [72].

At the time of this research, there is no clear IGP leader, though Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is seen as the recommend protocol. Routing Information Protocol (RIP) also has certain advantages. Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) and Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) are IGPs but both IS-IS and EIGRP are mainly a routing protocol for Open System Interconnection (OSI) model and a Cisco proprietary routing protocol respectively. For those reason, any modification or enhancing to those protocol is limited and will not be discussed here. Other older IGPs such as hello and gated have been abandoned due to being technically obsolete [10].

---

1 Cisco is a supplier of networking equipment & network management for the Internet
1.2.1.1 Routing Information Protocol (RIP)

The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is an adaptive routing protocol that uses collected information from all other RIP routers to make a routing decision which makes RIP a non-isolated routing protocol [46],[45]. RIP operates by having each RIP router periodically broadcast the distance (the hop count) from itself to other RIP routers. RIP routers use the information broadcasted by other RIP routers to build their routing tables [72]. RIP is a decentralized routing protocol which uses Bellman-Ford shortest path routing algorithm to compute routing tables. At the time of this research, neither “intermittent links”, “long delays”, nor “predictable mobility” are supported in RIP standard. Moreover, RIP is not fit for space routing primarily because of two reasons:

1. RIP can lead to a long convergence period (known as “counting to infinity” problem in many RIP documents) in which the network detects a broken link by successively incrementing the distance metric until a value of “infinite” is reached [10]. Setting the “infinite” to a smaller value may improve this problem but will cause slow network convergence and limits the use of the distance metric hop where, in space, satellite energy and long delays have to be taken in consideration.

2. RIP uses a fixed metric (hop count) which it is not appropriate for situations where routes need to be chosen based on real-time parameters such as measured delay [45] which is a major concern in space routing since routers are always moving.

1.2.1.2 Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is also an adaptive non-isolated routing protocol although OSPF uses the state of links (not hop count as in RIP) between routers for routing
decisions. Although the process of maintaining up to date link state information is complex, OSPF is similar to RIP in which both routing protocols use broadcast to distribute the information of the network.

OSPF has a messaging technique which enables the routing domain to converge after a network topology changes without any loops or any limitation on the metrics. OSPF is a distributed routing protocol where each OSPF router exchanges messages describing the links to other routers with its neighboring routers. Those messages make the Link State Database (LSD) of the AS. Within one AS, all OSPF routers maintain identical LSDs.

Moreover, those messages provide costs of all links between a pair of routers. This OSPF cost is mainly a delay which is bandwidth dependant. With the collected link costs, OSPF uses Dijkstra routing algorithm to compute paths in the routing table.

OSPF divides the routing domain into areas where information in one area is hidden to the outside of its border. An OSPF routers sitting at the edge of the area (called area border routers) summarizes its area’s routing information (IP addresses subnets in the area) and propagates it outside its area. All area border routers belong to the backbone which means that the routing information propagated by an area border router is disseminated to all other area border routers. In turn, each area border router propagates routing information of other areas into its own area.

Mainly, the OSPF protocol can be divided into three different protocols 1) The “Hello” protocol maintains communication with neighbors, 2) The “Exchange” protocol is used to synchronize database between two neighboring routers, and 3) The “Flooding” protocol is

---

2 Neighboring routers are routers that have interfaces to a common network
used to propagate changes in link state to other routers in the network. [72].

Although OSPF may be robust enough for space routing, OSPF in its current form does not resolves a number of issues in space routing which are:

1. The OSPF area division mechanism is not fit for space routing. It may be feasible to divide the space routing domain into areas by proximity of planets. This type of area division mechanism will not scale well because of the following:
   - All networks that exist on one planet make one area. Since OSPF is a chatty protocol [2], as the number of routers belonging to one area (for example, satellites orbiting Earth), routers will handle more OSPF proprietary control packet than any other traffic.

In space, a new way of dividing the space routing domain is required which can scale well and provides the same level of information hiding.

2. OSPF routers change position which, in turn, changes their propagation delay between each other. As a result, link cost can vary by time which will cause OSPF to produce inaccurate shortest path routes.

3. When a pair of routers is occluded by a celestial object, the connection is terminated. When the same pair is visible to each other, the connection establishing is restarted from the beginning where both routers have their databases exchanged. This is a waste of time since their databases may be still unchanged.

1.2.2 Exterior Gateway Protocols
Exterior Gateway Protocols, referred to EGP hereafter, are protocols for routing packet between autonomous systems. They view autonomous systems as “black boxes” with well-defined entry and exit-points, and attempt to route traffic between these points as efficiently as possible [72].

Older protocols such as Gateway-Gateway Protocol (GGP) have largely been succeeded by a newer protocol known as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).

1.2.2.1 Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

At the time of this research, Border Gateway Protocol, referred to BGP hereafter, is the Internet EGP standard [10], [58]. BGP is an adaptive non-isolated routing protocol (like OSPF and RIP). Also, BGP is distributive routing protocol where BGP routers announce full paths between two sites, allowing the implementation arbitrary routing policies with full loop detection [72].

Initially, a pair of peer routers (wishing to communicate with BGP) establishes a handshake (bidirectional communication), in which identification and protocol information are exchanged. If the authentication succeeds, the routers will start exchanging “update” packets to bring each other up to date. Changes are propagated to other neighboring connected routers. After these exchanges, traffic is limited to “keep alive” messages and further “update” messages if the network topology changes.

The simple form of BGP routing algorithm is that the router would choose the route with the minimum path length, with some arbitrary way to break ties between routes with the same path length, although, several additional attributes maybe altered manually to change
the outcomes of the routing table [13].

BGP is not fit for space routing because of the following:

1. BGP doesn’t support long delays since its routing algorithm is based on the cost provided by routers that may not support long delays.

2. Connections between peer routers are not maintained periodically which makes routing decision uncertain.

1.3 Related Space Routing Research

There are a vast number of research papers for routing in space. Space routing research tackles a number of heuristics which require constellation satellites orbiting Earth and in deep space. In this research, a number of routing algorithm heuristics are surveyed in adaptive routing [15],[29],[40],[49], dynamic routing [14],[27], distributed routing [35], static routing [14],[25],[27],[29],[38], and QoS Routing is [23],[28],[33],[38],[43].

To our knowledge, only three routing protocols encompass a total solution for routing in space: ASCoT architecture, and space time routing frame, and interrogation-based relay routing protocol,

1.3.1 ASCoT Architecture

In [34], they are presenting a complete structure for routing in space. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Autonomous Space Communications Technology (ASCoT) project is a routing and scheduling structure for flexible tasking and coordination among space assets. ASCoT depends on underlying systems which provide a variety of information and services to the ASCoT middleware which includes:
• Navigation information – characteristics of the links, positions of routers (current and expected), bandwidth, reliability, latency, etc.

• Local status – power, health, load of transmission queues, etc.

• Ability to send and receive messages

ASCoT uses a protocol called Positional Link-trajectory State (PLS [54]) routing to compute paths to the destination routers. PLS is an adaptation of Link State Routing (LSR [63]) to the context of space networks. The basic idea behind ASCoT is that link trajectories, together with link attributes (such as latency, data rate and error characteristics), are disseminated throughout the network. Using this information, each router can then independently compute a path to a given location by computing a shortest path tree (using a modified Dijkstra’s algorithm) spanning the network. The next hop for a message is then determined by looking up the next edge leading to the destination in this spanning tree. As long as changes in neighborhood information is infrequent, and the total number of routers (and links) participating in link state routing is small, the protocol is known to work efficiently [34]. The path computation can also take into account link characteristics in order to satisfy any Quality of Service requirements that a particular message might have.

Although, the ASCoT is the closest in comparison with the proposed research, in the proposed research all the information and services are built within the protocol. Furthermore, the proposed research provides support for intermittent path but ASCoT does not.
1.3.2 Space Time Routing Framework

In [47], they are proposing a new space-time routing framework for networks leveraging the predictability in router motion. They construct space-time routing tables where the next hop is selected from the current as well as the possible future neighbors. In the space-time routing tables, they use both the destination and the arrival time of message to determine the next hop. They devise an algorithm to compute these space-time routing tables to minimize the end-to-end message delivery delay. Their routing algorithm is based on a space-time graph model derived from the mobility of routers. In [47], the number of hops plays a pivotal role since they assume that a packet of size of \( m \) bytes requires equal propagation times on all links. But, this assumption may only be valid when all routers are close to each other. When the routers are orbiting multiple planets, the routing decisions produced by this algorithm are no longer guaranteed to be the path with the least end-to-end delay.

The predictably model for intermittent connections, which is used in [47], is similar to the proposed research. Although this protocol is predictable but the research is based on hop count more the propagation delay. In [47], all hops are assumed to be equal for the same message size which is troublesome if the compared hops are toward different planets.

1.3.3 Interrogation-Based Relay Routing Protocol

In [62], they introduce an Interrogation-Based Relay Routing protocol (IBRR). IBRR is a relay-based routing protocol where the source of data does not assume a complete path from source to destination. In other words, data packets are passed from one hop to another, each hop getting the message closer to the destination until the message reaches
the destination. In IBRR, a next hop may not be available immediately for the current router to forward the data. The router will need to buffer the data until the router gets an opportunity to forward the data. IBRR is essentially an on-the-fly store and forward technique. The routers must be capable of buffering the data temporarily for possibly long periods to cater to the situation when there is no connectivity. IBRR uses an optimistic technique to forward messages from one router to another. The use of optimistic forwarding ensures that a message is conveyed eventually, and not dropped at any intermediate router.

In IBBR, the message may be stored for a very long time, before it can reach its destination. This limitation causes router to be resource constrained. Also, the messages with time limitation (for example a rocket is heading to Earth is detected) have to rely on luck to be delivered before their deadlines.

1.4 Why OSPF

From the start, OSPF’s semantics showed an appealing outlook for the proposed routing protocol. The reasons why OSPF is chosen to be the building ground for the proposed space routing protocol is as follow:

- **OSPF’s ability to divide a routing domain into areas within one AS**

  In space, the concept of areas and their information hiding of one area to another were very appealing.

  The idea of area border routers summarizing information of its area and flooded into the backbone showed that flooding can be controlled.
One AS for all routers gives us the ability to contain all structure under one set of rules.

- **Each OSPF router dynamically maintains identical view of the AS topology.**

  All routers know about each other’s location.

- **All neighboring routers exchange hello message to maintain connectivity.**

  Maintaining a connection-oriented environment ensures the accuracy of the routing table.

- **When a change occurs in the network, it is detected in finite time.**

  The ability to detect changes in a volatile environment like space and propagated the changes to the affected areas is a tool to stabilize the network in finite time.

- **Master/slave semantic ensures a smooth transition to end database exchanges.**

  Traffic in space is very expensive and the master/slave relationship in the exchange protocol ensures that there is no extra transmission overhead

- **Flooding scope semantic ensure loop/free environment.**

  A loop/free is a required feature because of resources costly overhead.

### 1.5 Dissertation Organizations

The central focus of this dissertation is on the design and evaluation of a routing protocol for space. Furthermore, this dissertation is structured as follow:

**CHAPTER 2: OSPFv3**

In this dissertation, Open Shortest Path First version three (OSPFv3) routing protocol is explored in moderate details. Some of the semantics of OSPFv3 are explained in order for
the reader to follow the stream of thought of the space routing protocol which will be presented in CHAPTER 3. The weak aspects of OSPF are identified in a space environment which will be modified in the space routing protocol.

CHAPTER 3: SPACE OSPF

The proposed routing protocol for space, Space OSPF (SOSPF) is presented here [4], [6]. This chapter will explain the critical features of SOSPF which are area hierarchal structure, neighbor data structure, predictability, link advertisement, Hello protocol and Database Exchange protocol. A detailed example is presented at the end of this chapter which explores most of the functionalities of the SOSPF routing protocol.

CHAPTER 4: SDIP ROUTING ALGORITHM

The proposed routing algorithm which can compute routes with intermittent links is presented here [5], [7]. An example is presented at the end of the chapter.

CHAPTER 5: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this research, the effects of changes in the network state which cause flooding are evaluated. In this chapter, research shows how the SOSPF area structure maintains the level of flooding. In addition, stability and scalability are presented with the effect of changes in the network.

CHAPTER 6: SIMULATION PERFORMANCE

The performance of a number of simulations with respect to the stability and scalability are presented here. Real satellite configurations are simulated and the end-to-end delay is shown with comparison with other related routing algorithms.
CHAPTER 2

OSPFv3

Open Shortest Path First version three (OSPFv3) is a routing protocol which bases its routing decision on the states of the links between routers. OSPF runs internal to a single autonomous system (AS) where all OSPF routers maintain identical databases describing the AS’s topology, called Link State Database (LSD). The consistency of having identical LSDs between routers is achieved by having routers form neighboring relationship with each other. A pair of neighboring (either directly connected to each other or via a network like Ethernet) routers 1) exchanges their LSDs when they first become bi-directional connected (or adjacent), and 2) thereafter, updates each other when their LSDs get updated. From this LSD, a Shortest Path First (SPF) tree is constructed, and then the routing table is calculated from the SPF tree. OSPF recalculates routes quality when a topological change occurs [18], [51]. Moreover, OSPF provides area routing capabilities where the AS is divided into areas to reduce routing traffic and add increased routing protection. Also, OSPF includes security measures to avoid intruding from malicious intruders [37].

In brief, aspects of OSPF which correlate with the proceeding chapter are discussed here. This chapter draws attention to how OSPF and the space routing protocol correlate and
For further details on OSPF, [18] and [51] provide more technical details.

2.1 Network Types

There are four network types in OSPF which are

- **Point to Point**: A network that joins a pair of routers

- **Broadcast**: A network supporting more than two routers with broadcast capabilities

- **Non-Broadcast-Multi-Access (NBMA)**: A network supporting more than two routers with no broadcast capabilities, rather simulate operation of a broadcast network

- **Point to Multi Point**: A network supporting more than two routers with no broadcast capability which treat all connected routers as point to point networks

At the time of this research, the only network type for satellite communication is Point-to-Point [56] which is the only network type supported in the space routing protocol.

2.2 Neighbor Data Structure

An OSPF router converses with a neighboring OSPF router using the policies defined in a “Neighbor Data Structure” which both routers agree to. Each conversation is identified by the neighbor’s identity.

The neighbor data structure contains all the information pertinent to the forming of adjacency between a pair of neighboring routers. The neighbor data structure comprises:

- **State**: the functional level of the neighbor conversation.

- **Inactivity Timer**: A single shot timer whose firing indicates that no Hello Packet (see
section 2.7) has been received from the neighbor recently.

- **Master/Slave bit**: When two neighboring routers are exchanging LSDs, they form a Master/Slave relationship.

- **Database Description Sequence Number**: This is the number of the LSD’s description packet that is currently being sent to the neighboring router.

- **Last Received Database Description packet**: Information about the last LSD’s description packet.

- **Neighbor ID**: the identity of the neighboring router.

- **Neighbor Priority**: the priority of the neighboring router.

- **Database Summary List**: The complete list of link state descriptions that make up the router’s LSD. Each entry in the LSD is summary of a link state description, called Link State Advertisements (LSAs).

- **Link State Request List**: The list of LSAs that need to be received from this neighbor in order to synchronize the neighbors’ LSD with the router’s LSD.

2.2.1 The Neighbor State

The OSPF neighbor state diagram for point-to-point networks, shown in Figure 2, shows the state progression to establish adjacency between two neighbors. The neighbor states and their associated events are:

- **Down**: No recent information has been received from the neighbor.

- **Init**: When router $S$ is started, $S$ sends a hello packet (see section 2.7) to a neighbor
router $R$. When $R$ receives the hello packet and sees that its router’s identity is not in $S$’s hello packet, $R$ issues a *Hello Received* event and move into *Init* state.

![Neighbor State Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 2: The neighbor state diagram**

- **ExStart**: When a router receives a hello packet and sees its router’s identity in the hello packet, it issues a *Two-Way Received* event and moves into *ExStart*.

- **Exchange**: When both routers decide on who will be the master and who will be the slave, both routers issue *NegotiationDone* events and move into *Exchange* state where they start exchanging packets describing their LSDs. As description packets arrive, LSAs that are not in the receiving router’s LSD are inserted in the Link State Request list.

- **Loading**: When both routers finish describing their LSDs, both routers issue
*ExchangeDone* events. The router that has an empty Link State Request list moves to *Full* whereas the router that has one or more entries in its Link State Request list moves to *Loading* state. Any router that is in a *Loading* state sends request packets of LSAs located in its Link State Request list. In turn, when a request packet is received, the LSAs in the request packet are sent to the neighbor.

- **Full**: The router enters the *Full* state if its LSD is synchronized with its neighbor either as a result of a *Loading Done* event or an *Exchange Done* event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Cause Event</th>
<th>Future State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Loading</em></td>
<td>A request is received for an LSA that is not in the router’s LSD</td>
<td><em>ExStart</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Exchange or higher</em></td>
<td>A description packet is received which contains wrong information (e.g., unexpected Database Description Sequence Number)</td>
<td><em>ExStart</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ExStart or higher</em></td>
<td>A Hello packet is received which does not contain the receiving router’s identity</td>
<td><em>Down</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Any</em></td>
<td>No hello packets have been received recently</td>
<td><em>Down</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Any</em></td>
<td>Lower Level Protocol or a network manager downed the neighbor</td>
<td><em>Down</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of events which cause a router to move back to lower state. Those cause events are described in Table 1.

The proposed space routing protocol uses the same terminology of OSPF’s neighbor data structure where the state progression remains the same. Nevertheless, the proposed routing protocol adds one more state, called *Sleeping state*, which reflects on how spacecrafts lose sight of each other due to occlusion by celestial objects or simply by configuration. In addition, there are a few more events added to the space routing protocol which correlates with the *Sleeping state*. 
2.3 Area

OSPF allow a collection of contiguous router, networks, and hosts to be grouped together forming an area where each area is responsible for creating its own OSPF environment. All routers within one area have identical link state database. With area in mind, routing takes two forms, depending on whether the source and destination of the packet resides in the same area or not.

- Intra-Area routing: if the source and destination reside in the same area
- Inter-Area routing: if the source and destination reside in different areas

Each area has one or more area border router that act as forwarding agent for all routers within its area. In OSPF, all area border routers are connected together in one area, called the backbone area. Area border routers forward their areas’ routing information into the backbone and into the other areas through their area border routers.

The backbone must be contiguous; however, it needs not to be physically contiguous. If a router, which is not physically connected to the backbone, needs to be part of the backbone, it has to be done through a virtual link. A virtual link can be configured between any two backbone routers that have an interface to a common area.

The concept of area in the space routing protocol is completely redefined but the information hiding strategies will remain.

2.4 Router Types

There are six router types in OSPF which are

- *Internal router* is a router with all directly connected networks belonging to the same
• *Area border router* is a router that is attached more than one area

• *Backbone router* is a router that has an interface to the backbone area

• *AS boundary router (ASBR)* is a router that exchanges routing information with routers belonging to other AS

• *Designated router* is a router that is responsible for advertising network connections to all the routers attached to a common network. The Designated router is elected.

• *Backup Designated router* becomes the designated router when the current designated router fails. The Backup Designated router is also elected

In the proposed space routing protocol, only area border routers and ASBRs are inherited from OSPFv3. The semantics of ASBRs remain the same but the area border routers are different.

2.5 Advertisement

All OSPF routers within an area must have identical view of the network. This is achieved exchanging messages which contain the costs of using the routers’ interfaces. Those messages are referred to as Link State Advertisements (LSAs). Depending on the router’s type, various types of LSAs are sent out the router’s interfaces. There are seven LSA types in OSPF in which each LSA has a certain role in the protocol.

None of these LSAs will be used in the proposed routing protocol for space rather the proposed routing protocol introduces two new LSAs which provide the variation of delay costs, the times of direct view between routers in space, and the router’s area membership
(see section 3.4).

2.6 Flooding Scope

Each advertisement must be propagated to other routers. The rules for those propagations are called flooding scope. There are three types of flooding scopes which are:

- Link-Local-Scope: LSAs are flooded only on local link and no further
- Area-Scope: LSAs are flooded throughout the area where the LSA was originated
- AS-Scope: LSAs are flooded throughout the entire routing domain

Although the concept of flooding in exists in the proposed space routing protocol, the new flooding scopes’ roles are completely different.

2.7 Hello Protocol

The Hello protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining neighbor relationships between a pair of routers by exchanging hello packets at regular intervals. The hello packet contains:

- The packet header which contains the router’s identity
- The router’s priority
- A list of routers’ identities who have been seen recently via the interface which the hello packet was transmitted from

Every OSPF router has a list of routers’ identities that have been seen through interfaces which is called the *Neighboring Routers list*. There is a *Neighboring Routers list* for each router interface and is sent with every hello packet propagated through this interface.
When router $s$ is started, hello packets are sent to all neighboring routers. The initial hello packet, that is sent to router $r$ via interface $i$, will not contain $r$’s identity in the *Neighboring Routers list*. When $r$ receives (via interface $j$) the hello packet and sees that it is not in the *Neighboring Routers list*, $r$ does the following:

1. Transition $s$’s neighbor state to *Init* (see section 2.2.1),
2. Adds $s$’s identity to the $r$’s *Neighboring Routers list*, and
3. Send a hello packet to $s$.

When $s$ receives the hello packets and sees that it is in the *Neighboring Routers list*. $S$ does the following:

1. Transition $r$’s neighbor state to *ExStart* (see section 2.2.1),
2. Adds $r$’s identity to the $s$’s *Neighboring Routers list*, and
3. Send a hello packet to $r$.

Finally, $r$ receives the hello packet and $s$’s neighbor state is transitioned to *ExStart* state. Thereafter, hello packets are exchanged at regular intervals to maintain connectivity.

In the proposed space routing protocol, the mechanism of the Hello protocol remain the same; but the followings have been implemented:

- The content of the hello packets is changed
- The content of the neighboring router list is changed
- A new Space Object list is added
2.8 Exchange Protocol

In OSPF, when a pair of routers becomes bidirectional connected, the database describing the AS is synchronized. Synchronization is maintained via flooding where each router describes its entire database into a number of packets, called Database Description packets. Each Database Description packet contains a number of LSAs’ descriptions and not the detail of the LSAs. After receiving Database Description packet, all LSAs (found in the Database Description packet) that do not exist at one router’s database are requested in a packet called Link State Request packet. Once a Link State Request packet is received, the requested LSAs are sent in multiple packets called Link State Update packets where most of these packets are acknowledged.

In the proposed space routing protocol, the exchange protocol is enhanced to facilitate the need to exchange space parameters of spacecrafts and other celestial objects.
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The solar system encompasses the Sun and the set of celestial objects gravitationally bound to it. Those celestial objects are planets and their moons and thousands of small bodies which consist of asteroids, meteoroids, comets, and interplanetary dust.

In the future, there are plans to network the whole solar system and beyond. Consequently, there are a number of studies and suggestions that will make the solar system network-ready which are:

- Establishing colonies on Mars, moons, comets, and asteroids [1],[17],[59],[64],
- Positioning satellite around planets other than Earth(like Mars and Mercury) [32],
- Positioning space stations in deep space [52], [53],
- Positioning satellites at a number of LaGrange points [24],[31],
- Have space shuttles travel safely into deep space [3],[53], and
- Positioning satellites in the Asteroid Belt [20].

Figure 3 illustrates a sample view of the solar system in the future.
Figure 3: Future view of the solar system
3.1 SOSPF Hierarchical Area Structure

In order to network the solar system, there must be a network infrastructure which enables such task. Consequently, the solar system is divided into a hierarchical structure by nature. At the time of this research and to our knowledge, there is no space routing protocol that takes advantage of the hierarchical structure of the solar system.

The proposed space routing protocol, referred to as SOSPF hereafter, is taking advantage of this hierarchical structure by placing all celestial objects in a hierarchical area structure. Moreover, SOSPF categorizes objects in space (natural and artificial) into three area classes which are:

1. *Satellite constellation area* is a set of one or more satellites that share a common orbit. This class includes satellites formations, apace stations, and space shuttles.

2. *Colony area* is a network that is placed on the surface of a celestial object. At the time of this research, colony area is not part of SOSPF.

3. *Celestial object area* is a set of representatives of other areas which is formed for a particular celestial object (e.g., Earth, Earth-Moon, or Mars). For a celestial object area \(A\) that is formed for a celestial object \(C\), the members of \(A\) are defined as follows:

   a) A satellite constellation area whose members are orbiting \(C\), must have one or more of its members to belong to \(A\). (see Area Border Routers in section 3.1.1)

   b) Members of a satellite constellation area \(S\) may be configured to belong \(A\) (e.g., a space shuttle) even if the members of \(S\) area not gravitationally bound to \(C\).
c) One or more members of a colony area, which is formed on a colony that is located on the surface of $C$, are configured to be part of $A$.

d) Finally, other celestial objects, which have areas of their own, which are gravitationally bound to $C$ must configure one or more members of their areas to belong to $A$. In this research, those celestial object areas are referred to as children of $A$ and $A$ is the parent of those areas as well.

Figure 4 illustrates the SOSPF hierarchical area structure which can be seen as a recursive structure. In other words, a celestial object area may contain other celestial object areas.

In this research, there is one celestial object area that is placed at the top the area hierarchy (i.e., it has no parent area). This area is referred to as the backbone area. An example of a backbone area is the Sun celestial object area in the solar system.

![Figure 4: SOSPF hierarchical area structure](image)

3.1.1 Area Border Routers

The purpose of areas in SOSPF is to maintain a level of information hiding and minimize protocol proprietary traffic, as defined in OSPFv3 [18], [51]. In turn, SOSPF traffic within one area does not affect the performance of other areas. Nevertheless, a summary of routing information (e.g., propagation delays between area members and network Internet
Protocol version six (IPv6) prefixes) must be propagated outside the area.

The inherited concept of “area border router” from OSPFv3 is still maintained. In OSPFv3, router $x$, which belongs to area $a$, is configured to be an area border router that summarizes the routing information of $a$ and propagates it into the backbone. Moreover, when area border routers receive this routing information, they propagate it into the areas which they belong to. At the end within the AS, all routers have identical view of the AS’s routing domain.

In SOSPF, an area border router is a router on board a spacecraft (referred to as SOSPF router hereafter) which belongs to area $A$, summarizes the routing information of $A$, and propagates it to its parent area. Although area border routers for a satellite constellation areas and celestial object areas has the same functionalities, but they differ in their role in the area hierarchy.

3.1.1.1 Satellite Constellation Border Routers

Since SOSPF areas are hierarchically structured, every satellite constellation area has at least one SOSPF router which summarizes the routing information of the area it belongs to and propagates it into its parent area (a celestial object area). An SOSPF router that is configured for this task is called a satellite constellation border router (SCBR).

Furthermore, the SOSPF routing protocol provides the ability for an SOSPF router to be hidden from the routing domain outside its area. Thus, an SCBR only propagates routing information of SOSPF routers who have their $DoNotAdvertise$ bit set off (see section 3.2).

An example of an Earth-Moon celestial object area is shown in Figure 5 where there are
two Earth-Moon satellite constellation areas, namely area 1:3:1:1 (description of the area numbering terminology is in B.1), area 1:3:1:2 and Space Shuttle 1 which is configured to be part of the Earth-Moon area. Moreover in Figure 6, the area hierarchy of the given example is shown where the Earth-Moon celestial object area is referred to as area 1:3:1.

Figure 5: An example of Earth-Moon area

Figure 6: The Earth-Moon area example’s area hierarchy

In Table 2, area 1:3:1 (the Earth-Moon area) has three members, EM1, EM4, and SP1. EM1 and EM4 summarize the routing information of area 1:3:1:1 and 1:3:1:2, respectively, and propagate them to each other and to SP1. Consequently, SP1 summarizes its routing information and propagates to EM1 and EM4. In turn, EM1 propagate the received routing information to the members of its area (area 1:3:1:1), which are EM2 and EM3. Consequently EM4 does the same for its area (area 1:3:1:2).
Table 2: The Earth-Moon area example’s area memberships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>EM1, EM4, and SP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:1</td>
<td>EM1, EM2, and EM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:2</td>
<td>EM4 and EM5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:3</td>
<td>SP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1.2 Celestial Object Border Routers

If celestial object area $A$ is a child of another celestial object area $P$, at least one member (an SOSPF router) of $A$ must be configured to summarize the routing information of $A$ and propagates it into $P$. An SOSPF router that is configured for this task is called a celestial object border router (COBR)\(^3\).

An example of an Earth celestial object area is shown in Figure 7 which is a follow up the example given in Figure 5. In Figure 7, two Earth satellite constellation areas (area 1:3:2 and area 1:3:3) and a new area for Space Shuttle 1 (area 1:3:4) are added. Moreover, Figure 8 shows the area hierarchy of the given example where the Earth celestial object area is referred to as area 1:3. Moreover, Table 3 shows the area membership the example.

Other than area border routers, SOSPF allows SOSPF routers to belong to multiple areas as seen in Figure 7 where Space Shuttle belongs to areas 1:3:4 and 1:3:1:3. Moreover, an SOSPF router that belongs to multiple areas must create the necessary data structure for each area it belongs to.

---

\(^3\) Note that a COBR is also a SCBR
Looking at Table 3, EM1 is the COBR for area 1:3:1. Furthermore, EM1 belongs to three areas, 1:3:1:1, 1:3:1 and 1:3 which means that EM1 is configured to represent all SOSP
routers in the Earth-Moon celestial object area in the Earth celestial object area.

Table 3: The Earth area example’s area memberships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>E1, E5, SP1, and EM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>SP1, EM1 and EM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:2</td>
<td>E1, E2, and E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:3</td>
<td>E4, E5, and E6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:4</td>
<td>SP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:1</td>
<td>EM1, EM2, and EM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:2</td>
<td>EM4 and EM5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:3</td>
<td>SP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When an SOSPF router belongs to multiple areas, it causes more SOSPF traffic cost which might deteriorate the overall performance of the network. Careful planning must be employed in area membership configuration. Otherwise, the network will suffer greatly.

The performance of the SOSPF routing protocol is further evaluated in CHAPTER 6.

3.2 SOSPF Neighbor Data Structure

For each pair of SOSPF routers that belong to a common area, a neighboring relationship is formed where a “Neighbor Data Structure” is created at each end. The neighbor data structure consists of all the required information to form an adjacency between a pair of SOSPF routers. Each neighbor data structure has the following parameters:

- **Neighboring Router’s ID**: This the IPv6 address of the neighboring router.
- **Area’s ID**: This is identity of the area which encompasses the router and the neighboring router.
- **HelloInterval**: This is the length of time, in seconds, between hello packets that the router sends to the neighbor.
• **Maximum Stability Period:** This is the period of time where the neighbor is checked for changes in visibility and distance.

• **Propagation List:** This is a list of propagation delays at different times to the neighboring router. The list consist of multiple entries where each entry contains the following:
  
  – **Birth Time:** The clock time when the neighboring router becomes in direct view.
  
  – **Propagation Period:** The time duration (in seconds) of direct view with the neighboring router without interruption
  
  – **Propagation Delay:** This is the propagation delay (in seconds) during the Propagation Period. This period reflects all delays incurred from delivering the maximum size packet to the neighbor (e.g., packet processing delay, packet flight time, transmission delay, and QoS delay)

The **Birth Time** and **Propagation Period** are derived from the **Neighboring Routers list** (see section 3.2.2) and the **Propagation Delay** is derived from the Space Router-LSA (SR-LSA) whose **Destination Address** is the **Neighboring Router’s ID** (see section 3.4)

• **New LSAs List:** This list contains LSA headers of LSAs that are received when the neighboring router is in **Sleeping** state (see section 3.2.1).

• **LSAs Threshold:** This is the maximum number of LSAs that can be held in the New LSAs List

• **DoNotAdvertise bit:** If set, the neighboring router wishes not to be advertised outside
this area which means that the LSAs associated with this neighboring router are not propagated outside this area.

3.2.1  SOSPF Neighbor States

In addition to the OSPFv3 neighbor states defined in section 2.2.1, there is one extra state called *Sleeping* (see Figure 9). Both neighboring routers are transitioned to the *Sleeping state* once the direct view between them is occluded. In reality, this transition is based on the configuration of the *Neighboring Routers list* (see section 3.2.2). Then, the next state depends on one question which is:

1) How many changes have had happened in the network since the neighboring router has transitioned to *Sleeping* state?

![Figure 9: SOSPF State Diagram](image)

The states are listed in the order of progressing functionality. For example, the *Down* state is listed first followed by a list of intermediate states before the final *Full* state. The *Full
state is achieved where the router and the neighboring router are in direct view and theirs link state databases (LSDs) are synchronized. In this dissertation, the reference of a state being lower or greater than another state depends on the progressing functionality between them. Aside from the *Sleeping* state, the progression of states is the same as in OSPFv3 (see section 2.2.1).

After a neighboring router is transitioned from *Full* to *Sleeping*, the router may receive LSAs from other SOSPFF routers indicating changes in their LSDs (see section 3.4). These LSAs may have to be added to the *New LSA list* that is created for the neighboring router. Furthermore, the neighboring router remains in *Sleeping* state until one of the following events happen:

- The number of new/modified LSAs in the *New LSA list* has been reached *LSAs Threshold*
- The clock time of the next direct view to the neighboring router is reached
- The clock time of the next direct view to the neighboring router is unknown

The next neighboring router’s state depends on the occurrence of one or more events which are shown in Table 4. The last entry in the table is about Area Membership-LSA (see section 3.4) which is explained in section 3.4.2.1.

At the time of this research, the only LSAs recorded in the *New LSA List* during *Sleeping* state are SOSPFF LSAs which are Space Router-LSAs (SR-LSAs) and Area Membership-LSA (AM-LSA) (see section 3.4). Furthermore, only LSAs that are generated by SOSPFF routers, and have their *DoNotAdvertise* bit set on, are inserted in the *New LSA List*. 
Table 4: SOSPF new events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Future State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>• The Propagation Period has expired indicating the neighboring SOSPF router is now out of sight.</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Recurrence</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>• The time clock for next direct view is unknown.</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awaken and Ready</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>• Birth time is indicating that the neighboring router is now in direct view • The New LSA list is empty.</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awaken and Unsynchronized</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>• Birth time is indicating that the neighboring router is now in sight • The New LSA list is not empty.</td>
<td>Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reached Maximum</td>
<td>Sleeping</td>
<td>• Number of LSAs in the New LSAs List has reached the LSAs Threshold.</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsynchronized</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>• After the transition from Sleep to Full state where the New LSA list is empty, but the neighboring router’s New LSA list is not empty.</td>
<td>Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad AM-LSA</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>• An AM-LSA is received which contains incorrect area information</td>
<td>Init</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example scenario of SOSPF neighbor states, where SOSPF router $x$, $y$, and $z$ are members of area $A$ and $y$’s DoNotAdvertise bit set on, is as follow:

1. Sleep event causes $x$ to be transitioned to Sleeping state and leave area $A$ for $s$ seconds.
2. $y$ generate a new SR-LSA that changes its propagation delay to $z$ and forwards it to $z$. $y$ adds this LSA to the New LSA List in $x$’s neighbor state.
3. $z$ receives the new SR-LSA but since $y$’s DoNotAdvertise bit set on, $z$ does not forward the new LSA outside $A$. $z$ adds this LSA to the New LSA List in $x$’s neighbor state.
4. When $s$ seconds concludes, Awaken and Ready event is triggered in neighbor state data structure for $y$ and $z$ in the router $x$. This event causes $y$ and $z$ neighbor state located in $x$
to transition to Full.

5. $y$ and $z$ transition $x$’s neighbor state to Exchange after the triggering of Awaken and Unsynchronized event (because the New LSA list is not empty).

6. Thus, $y$ and $z$ issue a Database Description packet which contains the new SR-LSA and send it to $x$.

7. Once $x$ receives the Database Description packet, it issues a Unsynchronized event and transition the neighbor state of $y$ and $z$ to Exchange.

8. $x$ checks if the new LSA is in its LSD

9. $x$ issues a Link State Request packet, sends it to $y$ and $z$, and transitions the neighbor state of $y$ and $z$ to Loading.

10. Once $y$ and $z$ receive the Link State Request packet, both of them do the following:

    o They transition $x$’s neighbor state to Loading,

    o Flush New-LSA list, and

    o Send the new LSA in a Link State Update packet to $x$.

11. Once $x$ receives the Link State Update packet, it 1) sends a Link State Acknowledgment packet to $y$ and $z$, 2) transition the neighbor state of $y$ and $z$ to Full and 3) add the LSA $x$’s LSD. (the routing table may be recalculated)

12. When $y$ and $z$ receive the Link State Acknowledgment packet, they transition $x$’s neighbor state to Full.
3.2.2 Neighboring Routers in Areas

Not all members of a satellite constellation area have to have neighboring relationship with each other, but rather each SOSPFP router forms neighboring relationships with at least two (if any) other SOSPFP routers. The reason for not having all members of a satellite constellation area as neighboring routers is because it may occur that a few SOSPFP routers are occluded by the planet they are orbiting.

In the other hand, all members of a celestial object area form neighboring relationship with each other which means that they have to have direct view of each other as well.

Thus, each area has a data structure, called *Neighboring Routers list*. This list contains a number of entries that define the neighboring routers of the area at different times. Each entry consists of the followings:

- *Neighboring Routers*: The SOSPFP routers identity which have neighboring relationship with the router

- *Neighboring Start Time*: The clock time where the SOSPFP router (defined in the *Neighboring Routers list*) become neighbors

- *Neighboring Period*: The time duration of this neighboring relationship

For example, Figure 10 and Figure 11 depict areas 1:4:1, 1:4:2, and 1:4 where area 1:4:1 contains SOSPFP router M1 through M6. Also, Figure 10 shows that M1 is occluded from M4 by Mars. Moreover, M2 and M6 are configured to be the neighboring router of M1 indefinitely. Thus, an example of the *Neighboring Routers list* for area 1:4 in M1 is shown in Table 5 where the *Neighboring Period* is set to *MaxMembershipPeriod* (see B.4). When
the Neighboring Period expires, the Neighboring Routers list is recalculated.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 10: An Mars area example’s

In addition in Figure 10, area 1:4 has two SOSPF routers M1 and M12. After some time, M1 and M12 may be occluded by Mars which indicates that one of the two areas (1:4:1 and 1:4:2) has to configure another SOSPF router to be the area border router (a SCBR) for it. Thus, an example Neighboring Routers list for area 1:4 in M1 is shown in Table 6. Similar to the previous example, when the Neighboring Period expires, the Neighboring Routers list is recalculated.

At the time of this research, the calculation of the Neighboring Routers list is exterior to the SOSPF routing protocol.

Table 5: The Neighboring Routers list for area 1:4:1 in M1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of entries</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 Neighboring Routers</td>
<td>M2 and M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighboring Start Time</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighboring Period</td>
<td>65535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Space Predictable Mobility

Techniques for the mobility management proposed for earth networks assumes that end devices are moving while the routing infrastructure is static. In space, the infrastructure itself is undergoing movement resulting in a continuous change of the communication topology.

Although celestial objects and spacecraft are continuously moving, most of their movement is predictable. All planets, moons, comets, asteroids, and fixed orbit satellites are bound to the six orbital parameters (see APPENDIX A) which means that their location
can be calculated using those parameters.

Other objects, like space shuttles, space stations, and space probes have trajectories whose locations are determined by a mathematical model or a set of fixed points at different times. In either case, the location of a space object is readily available at any time.

3.3.1 SOSPF Predictable Model

SOSPF is a predictable routing protocol which means that the location of an SOSPF router must be easily calculated by all SOSPF routers. When an SOSPF router introduces itself to another SOSPF router, it uses a hello packet (see section 3.6) which contains a calculating method tag which corresponds to a calculating model that is used to retrieve the location of this SOSPF router.

The calculation of the location of an SOSPF router is not part of the SOSPF routing protocol, but the calculating model must be available when needed. In this research, the six orbital parameters are used as the bases of the proposed routing protocol yet those six orbital parameters can be substituted with any other parameters that have the same functionality.

3.3.2 SOSPF Unpredictable Events

The unpredictability of the nature of the solar system still exists where events (e.g., galactic cosmic rays and solar wind) can parallelize a satellite indefinitely [44],[12]. In SOSPF, bidirectional communication between two neighboring SOSPF routers is maintained at all times by exchanging hello packets (see section 2.7). Any disruption at an SOSPF router, which has bidirectional relationship with another SOSPF router, is detected
when hello packet is not received within a configured waiting period. Once detected, the router will flood the failure to other SOSPf routers (see section 3.4.1.1). Furthermore, routing tables may have to be recalculated (see section 4.6.2).

3.4 SOSPf Advertisements

The SOSPf routing protocol supports all of the Link State Advertisements (LSAs) of the original OSPFv3 which can be found in [18] and [51]. In addition, SOSPf introduce two new types of LSAs, Space-Router LSA (SR-LSA) and Area-Membership LSA (AM-LSA). The SR-LSA contains the calculation of an SOSPf router’s links to other SOSPf routers. And, the AM-LSA describes the areas which an SOSPf router belongs to.

3.4.1 Space Router SR-LSA

An SR-LSA describes the connection between a pair of SOSPf routers where one SOSPf router calculates the clock times of the direct view with another SOSPf router during a Maximum Stability Period (see section 3.2). It calculates the estimated propagation delay between them at those clock times.

Each SR-LSA contains the IPv6 address of the source router and destination router and a number of tuples which describes the link between them at different times. Each tuple consists of three fields which are:

• Begin Time is the clock time when the destination router becomes in direct view with the source router.

• Connection Period is the time period (in seconds) of the connection described in the tuple where the source router and the destination router have direct view of each other.
• Propagation Delay is the delay incurred from the connection described in this tuple between the source router and the destination router. This delay reflects all delays incurred from delivering the maximum size packet to the destination router which includes packet processing delay, packet flight time, transmission delay, QoS delay, and any other delay that contributes to it.

The number of tuples in an SR-LSA does not exceed MaxTuple (see B.4) and the Connection Period does not exceed the Maximum Stability Period (see B.4). An example of an SR-LSA is shown in Figure 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:2C00::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:0400::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 1</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:28:20:14:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 14400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 2</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:29:40:30:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 3</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:30:23:14:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: An example of an SR-LSA

3.4.1.1 Generating SR-LSA

An SR-LSA is generated every time an SOSPF router becomes aware of a change of any of its direct links to other SOSPF routers. There are six scenarios for a generation of an SR-LSA:

1. An SOSPF router becomes operational
When an SOSPF router is turned on, it calculates the time-intervals and the propagation delays for each interval between itself and all SOSPF routers listed in the *Space Routers List* (see B.2). Each time interval indicates a change in the link from the previous time interval. There are only two change which are:

- Both routers were occluded since the last time interval. And now, they are in direct view of each other
- The propagation delay is changed from the previous time interval

2. *An SOSPF router changes its Propagation Delay*

   If an SOSPF router changes its *Propagation Delay* to another SOSPF router, the affected SR-LSA is modified.

3. *An SOSPF router changes its six orbital space parameters*

   If the *calculating method tag* equals zero (see section 3.6), it indicates that the location of the SOSPF router is learned through the six orbital parameters (see APPENDIX A) which are stored in the *Space Routers List*. If an SOSPF router is to move from its orbit position to another location (e.g., same orbit or different orbit), it acts as if it was just turned on at the new location and perform the same procedure described in scenario 1 above.

4. *An SOSPF router changes its calculating method tag*

   If the SOSPF router’s calculating method tag is changed (e.g., a space station change its trajectory), it acts as if it was just turned on at the new location and performs the same procedure described in scenario 1 above.

5. *A new SOSPF router is found*

   When a new SOSPF router is inserted into the SOSPF routing domain, the new router
sends hello packets to a preconfigured set of SOSPF routers (see section 3.6). When SOSPF router \( x \) receives the hello packet, it checks if the \( y \)’s ID is in \textit{Space Routers List}. If the ID is found, it continues with the forming of neighboring relationship without issuing any SR-LSAs.

Otherwise, the router will do the following:

- \( y \)’s ID is inserted in the \textit{Space Routers List}.
- If \( y \)’s \textit{calculating method tag} (found in hello packet) equals zero, the six space parameters are also inserted in the \textit{Space Routers List}.
- A new SR-LSA is generated whose destination is \( y \)’s IPv6 address. Then, \( x \) calculates the time intervals and the propagation delays for each interval between itself and \( y \).

6. \textit{A Link Failed}

After a pair of SOSPF routers, \( x \) and \( y \), form neighboring relationship with each other, they maintain their relationship by exchanging hello packets at regular intervals. When \( x \) does not receive a hello packet from \( y \) within a configured waiting period, called \textit{RouterDeadInterval} (see B.3), \( x \) assumes that the link that connects itself with \( y \) is down and does the following:

- A new SR-LSA is generated where current clock time is inserted in the \textit{Begin Time} field
- A value of zero is inserted in the \textit{Connection Period} field
- A configured value called \textit{InfDelay} (see B.3) is inserted in the \textit{Propagation Delay} field

An example of an SR-LSA of a failed link is shown in Figure 13.
After SOSPF router $x$ generates an SR-LSA, $x$ does the following:

- Stores the generated SR-LSAs in its link state database (LSD),
- Re/calculates the routing table if needed, and
- Forwards all SR-LSA to all SOSPF routers that are defined in the *Neighboring Routers list*’s entries whose time interval coincide with the current clock time except the LSAs whose source router or destination router has its *DoNotAdvertise* bit set on. These LSAs are only forwarded to SOSPF routers who are members of the same area as source router and destination router. Once a neighboring router receives the SR-LSA, it is flooded into the AS’s routing domain according to the flooding procedure (see section 3.5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:2C00::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:0400::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 1</td>
<td><strong>Begin time</strong> 2006:08:29:40:30:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Connection Period</strong> 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Propagation Delay</strong> 4294967295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: An example of an SR-LSA of a failed link

**3.4.2 Area-Membership LSA (AM-LSA)**

Each SOSPF router must advertise the areas that it belongs to and for how long. This is done through the Area-Membership LSAs (AM-LSA)\(^4\) where each SOSPF router advertise the areas that it will part of during the *Max Stability Period* (see section 3.2). The AM-LSA consist of source router’s IPv6 address and a number of tuples where each tuple contains four fields:

- **Area ID** is the area ID of the this tuple

\(^4\) Not to be confused with Group Membership-LSA [50]
• **Area Members** contains the list of SOSPf routers’ IDs that belong to this area

• **Area Start Time** is the starting point in time for this area’s definition

• **Area Period** is the time period of the validity of this tuple

AM-LSAs represent the entries of the *Neighboring Routers list* of an area or areas. An example of an AM-LSA for SOSPf router M1 is shown in Figure 14 which coincides with the first entry of the *Neighboring Routers list* shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:0401::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>M1. M12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period</td>
<td>21845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: An example of SOSPf router M1’s AM-LSA for area 1:4:1

3.4.2.1 Generating AM-LSA

AM-LSAs can contain definitions of more than one area; it all depends on the setting of the router’s *Multi-Areas LSA bit*. If the router’s *Multi-Areas LSA bit* is set on, only one AM-LSA is configured for all areas defined in the *Neighboring Routers list*. Otherwise, each area in the *Neighboring Routers list* has a separate AM-LSA with its own data structure. Moreover, an AM-LSA can only hold *MaxTuple* tuples. Thus, multiple AM-LSAs are generated when required.

There are eight scenarios for a generation of an AM-LSA:

1. **An SOSPf router becomes operational**

   When an SOSPf router is turned on, it forms a neighboring relationship with another SOSPf router and generates one or more AM-LSAs. Each SOSPf router has a
Neighboring Routers list for each area it belongs to. Thus, every area is represented with one AM-LSA. Although, if the SOSPF router’s Multi-Areas LSA bit is set on, all areas definitions are inserted in one or more AM-LSA, depending on the number of produced tuples. The setting of Area Start Time and Area Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

The SOSPF routing protocol dose not check the validity of the Neighboring Routers list, yet the list must be kept accurate and up-to-date by a network administrator or any other automated procedure.

2. The AM-Timer expires

During the initial generation of AM-LSAs (in step 1 above), the SOSPF router sets a timer, called area membership timer (AM-Timer), for each area. This timer indicates the waiting time period prior the next generation of the area’s AM-LSA. Let \( i \) be the area of the AM-LSA,

Let \( A_i \) be the data structure of area \( i \), \( N_i \) be the first entry in Neighboring Routers list for area \( i \), \( N_{i+1} \) be the second entry in Neighboring Routers list for area \( i \) (if available), and \( ct \) be the current time. Thereafter, the setting of the AM-Timer is as follow:

a) If \( N_i \)’s Area Start Time < \( ct \)

b) AM-LSA’s Area Start Time = \( ct \)

c) If \( N_i \)’s Area Start Time + \( N_i \)’s Area Period – \( ct \) < MaxMembershipPeriod

d) AM-LSA’s Area Period = \( N_i \)’s Area Start Time + \( N_i \)’s Area Period – \( ct \)
e) \( A_i \)'s AM-Timer = \( N_{i+1} \)'s Area Start Time (if available)

f) Else

g) AM-LSA’s Area Period = \( \text{MaxMembershipPeriod} \)

h) \( A_i \)'s AM-Timer = AM-LSA’s Area Start Time + \( \text{MaxMembershipPeriod} \)

i) Else

j) AM-LSA’s Area Start Time = \( N_i \)'s Area Start Time

k) If \( N_i \)'s Area Period < \( \text{MaxMembershipPeriod} \)

l) AM-LSA’s Area Period = \( N_i \)'s Area Period

m) \( A_i \)'s AM-Timer = \( N_i \)'s Area Time

n) Else

o) AM-LSA’s Area Period = \( \text{MaxMembershipPeriod} \)

p) \( A_i \)'s AM-Timer = AM-LSA’s Area Start Time + \( \text{MaxMembershipPeriod} \)

The propagation delay between neighboring routers must be considered. Thus, the maximum propagation delay from the LSA’s generating router in area \( i \) to all router of area \( i \), are subtracted from area \( i \)'s AM-Timer. Also, if Multi-Areas LSA bit is set, the router searches for the smallest AM-Timer from all areas’ data structure. Then nullify all the rest.

3. Local change in a Neighboring Routers list

If an SOSPFF router changes its current area membership time interval definition in the Neighboring Routers list, a new AM-LSA is generated which reflects the change. The setting of Area Start Time and Area Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

4. Invitations to a new area
If SOSP router $x$ receives an AM-LSA which includes $x$’s ID in the *Area Members* field, $x$ will create a *Neighboring Routers list* for the new area and generates an AM-LSA for it. At the time of this research, all AM-LSA invitations are accepted. The setting of *Area Start Time* and *Area Periods* of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

5. **Joining an area**

If SOSP router $x$ adds a new *Neighboring Routers list* for an area it wants to join, call it $i$, a new AM-LSA is generated for $i$ and forwarded to $i$’s members. Once the $x$’s AM-LSA is received by another router, call it $y$, it checks if the *Area Members* definition in $x$’s AM-LSA matches $i$’s *Neighboring Routers list*’s *Neighboring routers*. If they match, $y$ generates a new AM-LSA with the new member and forwards it to the members of $i$. If the *Area Members* don’t match, $y$ sends its $i$’s AM-LSA to $x$ to synchronize the $i$’s area membership. Also, $y$ record $x$’s AM-LSA in the *Area Membership list* (for error detection, check scenario 8). Currently, $x$ is waiting for an acknowledgment from $y$. Thus, when $x$ receive $y$’s AM-LSA, it changes $i$’s *Neighboring Routers list* and *Area Membership list* accordingly. Then, $x$ generates a new AM-LSA with the new area definitions and sends it to $y$. Once $y$ receives the new correct AM-LSA, $y$ generates a new AM-LSA with the new member and forwards it to the members of $i$.

6. **Remote change in a Neighboring Routers list**

If SOSP router $x$ receives an AM-LSA which changes an area membership time interval definition in the *Neighboring Routers list*, a new AM-LSA is generated which
reflects the change. This is done to synchronize with other members of the affected area. The setting of Area Start Time and Area Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

7. **Failed neighboring router**

Similar to SR-LSAs (see 3.4.1.1), when SOSP router $x$ learns that a neighboring router $y$ is down, $x$ modifies all the Neighboring Routers lists for areas that $y$ belongs to. Then, $x$ generates an AM-LSA for each changed list. The setting of Area Start Time and Area Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

8. **Bad AM-LSA**

There are two cases for receiving a bad AM-LSA

a) If the following events happen:

   i) $x$ receive an AM-LSA, which is generated by SOSP router $y$, which indicate that SOSP router $z$ is no longer in the area $i$.

   ii) Within the next $\text{MinLSA}arrival$ (see section 3.5), $z$ either sent or replied to hello packet to $x$.

   iii) And, $z$ have not issued a new AM-LSA for $i$ that indicates that $z$ is no longer a member of $i$.

Then, $x$ issues a neighbor event Bad AM-LSA (see section 3.2.1) in $y$’s neighbor state data structure which causes the neighboring relationship between $x$ and $y$ to restart. $x$ issue a new AM-LSA about area $i$ without $y$ in it. Also, $x$ updates $i$'s Neighboring Routers list accordingly. The setting of Area Start Time and Area
Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

Looking at scenario 5, if SOSP router y receive a new AM-LSA from SOSP router x who wants to join area i and the x’s AM-LSA has incorrect information about the i’s Area Members. y sends its i’s AM-LSA to x to synchronize the i’s area membership. Also, y record x’s AM-LSA in the Area Membership list. If y’s receive another x’s AM-LSA that is the same as the one in Area Membership list, x issues a neighbor event Bad AM-LSA (see section 3.2.1) in y’s neighbor state data structure which causes the neighboring relationship between x and y to restart. x issue a new AM-LSA about area i without y in it. Also, x updates i’s Neighboring Routers list accordingly. The setting of Area Start Time and Area Periods of each tuple in the AM-LSA is defined in scenario 2.

Once an AM-LSA is generated, it is stored in the router’s LSD and forwarded according the AM-LSA forwarding scheme described in the next section.

Moreover, after an AM-LSA is generated and flooded throughout the routing domain, the Area Membership list is created. Once it is created, each member of the area in the Area Membership list proceeds with establishing bidirectional relationship with all other members in the same area.

3.4.2.2 Forwarding an AM-LSA

After an AM-LSA is generated, it is encapsulated in a Link State Update packet and forwarded to all SOSP routers in the areas that are defined in the AM-LSA and a few other SOSP routers if needed.
An AM-LSA may be generated at any level of the area hierarchy and then forwarded to the areas which are defined in the AM-LSA. For example, a space shuttle is currently in 1:3 and will join area 1:4 in a few hours. The space shuttle can generate and forward an AM-LSA for area 1:4 while it is in area 1:3. This feature is made available in the SOSPf routing protocol for two reasons:

1. **Reduce processing overhead.**

   With this feature, an SOSPf router (e.g., space shuttle) can calculate its area membership ahead of time for all the areas that it will belong to during a specified period. Thus, an SOSPf router doesn’t have to generate an AM-LSA every time it joins a new area, saving processing power.

2. **Reduce control traffic at the targeted area during their area membership period.**

   For example for security reasons, no AM-LSA transmissions are allowed in area $A$ at a certain time which coincides with the time when SOSPf router $x$ joins $A$. Thus, $x$ sends its AM-LSA which contains its area membership details with $A$ ahead of time into the area that $x$ is currently part of. Thereafter, the AM-LSA finds its way into $A$ as explained next.

Each received or generated AM-LSA has a list called the *AM-Forwarding List* which contains the area IDs of the areas that must receive the AM-LSAs. Whenever an AM-LSA is generated or received, it must be processed by the flooding procedure prior forwarding any further (see section 3.5). Then, the following steps are performed for each area defined in the AM-LSA:
1. If the followings occur:
   
a) The router’s area is equal to the AM-LSA’s area.

b) The router is the generator of the AM-LSA.

c) And, the router belongs to areas that are in lower than the current levels in the area hierarchy.

Then, the router adds all those lower level areas to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List}. For example, if SOSP\(F\) router \(x\) belongs to areas 1, 1:3, 1:4, 1:3:1, and 1:3:2 and \(x\) generates an AM-LSA for area 1:3 in area 1:3, then 1:3:1 and 1:3:2 are added to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List}.

2. If the router’s area is equal to the AM-LSA’s area, add the area’s ID to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List} and proceed to next area in the AM-LSA.

3. Else find the most common area field between the router’s area and the AM-LSA’s area. For example, if the area in the AM-LSA’s is 1:4:5:2 and the router’s area is 1:4:1:1, then the most common area is 1:4. Then:

a) If the most common area is in a higher level (in the area hierarchy) than the router’s area and the SOSP\(F\) router is a member of its parent area toward the common area, then add this parent area’s ID to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List}. Continuing from the previous example above, 1:4:1 is added to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List}.

b) Else, the router’s area is most common area. Thus, add the area’s ID of area in the area hierarchy downward toward the AM-LSA’s area to the \textit{AM-Forwarding List}.

4. Once, all the areas in the AM-LSA are exhausted, the AM-LSA is forwarded to all
members of each one the areas define in AM-Forwarding List.

3.4.2.3 Area Membership List

Each SOSPf router has a list, called the Area Membership list. This list is the collection of all the received AM-LSAs. The Area Membership list consists of multiple entries where each entry’s parameters are identical to the tuple in an AM-LSA which are:

- **Area ID** is the area ID of the this tuple
- **Area Members** contains the list SOSPf routers’ IDs that belong to the area defined in this tuple
- **Area Start Time** is the starting point in time for area’s definition
- **Area Period** is the time period of the validity of this tuple

The Area Membership list is very important in the SOSPf routing protocol because of redundancy. If an area border router fails, other members of the failed area can replace the failed area border router within a finite time. The details of an area border router failure are discussed in section 3.4.2.4.

In Figure 15 shows an example Area Membership list for SOSPf router M1 which reflects the AM-LSAs that are issued and received by M2 according to Neighboring Routers list example shown in Table 5 and Table 6.

Furthermore, each SOSPf router has a list of the area border routers for each of the areas it is residing in, called area border routers (ABR) list (ABR List). This list contains multiple entries where each entry represents an area border router. Furthermore, each entry consists of one or more entries for each area that the area border router belongs to. Each area entry
consist of the following:

- *Area ID* of the area border router
- *Membership Start Time* is the starting point in time for area’s definition
- *Expiration Time* is the end time point in time for area’s definition

An example of an *ABR List* for members of area 1:4:1 using the Mars example in Figure 10 is shown in Figure 16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of entries</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>M1, M12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period</td>
<td>21845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of entries</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>M1, M2, and M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period</td>
<td>65535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 15:** An example of an Area Membership list for M1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Border Router's ID</th>
<th>Area ID</th>
<th>Membership Start Time</th>
<th>Expiration Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:06:04:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:1</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:18:12:15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 16:** An example of an ABR List for members of area 1:4:1

When SOSP router *x* receives an AM-LSA from SOSP router *y*, the following steps are taken for each area *i* in the AM-LSA:

1. If there is an entry for *i* in the *Area Membership list*

2. If *i*’s parameters values in the AM-LSA are the same as the *i*’s parameters values in
the *Area Membership list*

3. Replace the *i*'s entry in the *Area Membership list* with the *i*'s tuple in the AM-LSA

4. Check the next area in the AM-LSA

5. Else

6. Replace the *i*'s entry in the *Area Membership list* with the *i*'s tuple from the AM-LSA

7. Else

8. Insert the *i*'s tuple from the AM-LSA in the *Area Membership list*

9. For each area *j* that *x* belongs to, do the following

10. If *y* belongs to *j* and *y* belongs to the parent area of *j* (this means that *y* is an area border router for area *j*)

11. Find *y*'s entry in the *ABR List*

12. If *i* is in *y*'s *Area IDs* in the *ABR List*

13. Replace *i*'s time interval in *y*'s entry located in the *ABR List* with time interval defined in the AM-LSA

14. Check the next area that *x* belongs to

15. Else

16. Add *i* to *y*'s *Area ID* in the *ABR List*

17. Add *i*'s time interval defined in the AM-LSA in the *ABR List*'s *y*'s entry for
i’s Area

18. Add $j$ to $y$’s Area ID in the ABR List

19. Add $j$’s time interval defined in the AM-LSA in $y$’s entry located in the ABR List

20. Else

21. Check the next area that $x$ belongs to

There is one area that doesn’t have an ABR List which is the backbone area because there is no higher area than the backbone area.

3.4.2.4 Area Border Router Failure

All SOSPFF routers belonging to one area know which SOSPFF routers are the selected area border routers for this area and for how long. The ABR List provides those details and is updated whenever a new AM-LSA is received.

If area border router $x$ for area $i$ fails, a subset of SOSPFF router that belong to area $i$ become aware of the link failure through the Hello protocol (see section 3.6.3). Each SOSPFF that belongs to area $i$ will do the following:

1. For every area $i$ that $x$ belongs to in the ABR List, do the following

2. Find another valid area border router for area $i$ in the ABR List (A valid area border router has an Expiration Time that is more than the current time).

3. If found,

4. Do nothing
5. Else

6. Elect a new area border router for area $i$. At the time of this research, the election process is based on the highest router ID. Since all members of an area are aware of each other through the Hello protocol (see section 3.6), no messages are exchanged and the router with the highest router ID does the following:

7. Assumes area border role

8. Generate a new *Neighboring Routers list* (see section 3.2.2).

9. Generates and forwards the necessary AM-LSAs (see section 3.4.2.1).

10. Generates and floods the SR-LSA for the failed router (see section 3.4.1.1)

3.5 The Flooding Procedure

As defined in OSPFv3 [51], the receiving process of a Link State Update packets provide the mechanism for flooding LSAs. A Link State Update packet may contain several distinct LSAs, and may have to flood each LSA one hop further from its point of origination. To make the flooding procedure reliable, each LSA must be acknowledged separately using Link State Acknowledgment packets. Many separate acknowledgments can also be grouped together into a single packet. In this dissertation, only the flooding procedure for the SOSPFLSAs is discussed. The flooding procedure LSAs of OSPFv3 are flooded according to the OSPFv3 guidelines [51].

For each LSA contained in a received Link State Update packet, the following steps are
taken:

1. Find the instance of this LSA that is currently contained in the router’s link state database (LSD). If there is no database copy or the received LSA is more recent than the database copy the following steps must be performed:

   a) If there is already a database copy, and if the database copy was received via flooding and installed less than $MinLSArrival^5$ (see B.3) seconds ago, discard the new LSA (without acknowledging it) and examine the next LSA (if any) listed in the Link State Update packet.

   b) Else install the new LSA in the LSD (replacing the current database copy). This may cause the routing table calculation to be scheduled (see section 4.6.2).

   c) Acknowledge the receipt of the LSA by sending a Link State Acknowledgment packet back out the receiving interface.

   d) If the LSA is an AM-LSA it is now forwarded according the AM-LSA forwarding procedure defined in section 3.4.2.2. Then, examine the next LSA (if any) listed in the Link State Update packet.

   e) If the LSA is an SR-LSA and it is generated by an SOSPFI router which has its $DoNotAdvertise$ bit set on (this is done by checking the Neighbor Data Structure of the originating router) examine the next LSA (if any) listed in the Link State Update packet.

   f) Otherwise immediately flood the new LSA out according the router’s flooding scope (see section 3.5.1).

---

5 $MinLSArrival$ is the minimum time that must elapse between reception of new LSA instances during flooding.
2. Else, if the received LSA is the same instance as the database copy, acknowledge the receipt of the LSA by sending a Link State Acknowledgment packet back out the receiving interface.

3. Else, the database copy is more recent. In this case, simply discard the received LSA without acknowledging it.

3.5.1 Flooding Scopes
When an LSA is decided to be flooded, it is flooded according to the area that the router belongs to. There are two types of flooding scopes in SOSPf, internal flooding scope and celestial flooding scope. All SOSPf routers that belong to a satellite constellation area are flooded according to the internal flooding scope. And, All SOSPf routers that belong to a celestial object area are flooded according to the celestial flooding scope.

*Internal Flooding Scope:* The LSA is forwarded to the SOSPf routers that have bidirectional relationship with (see section 3.6) except to the SOSPf router at the receiving interface and the LSA’s originator. Those routers are defined in the *Neighboring Routers list* for the specified area.

*Celestial Flooding Scope:* The LSA is forwarded to all SOSPf routers that belong to the router’s celestial area (bidirectional relationship is assumed) except to the SOSPf router at the receiving interface and the LSA’s originator.

3.6 Hello Protocol
The main task for the Hello protocol is to establish and maintain neighbor relationships. Maintaining relationships with neighbors is done by exchanging hello packets at regular
intervals. It also ensures that communications between neighbors are bidirectional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:0400::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:2C00::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating Method</td>
<td>0:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotAdvertise</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>0.20943951606750488280e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity</td>
<td>0.28189981821924448010e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude of the ascending SOSPF router</td>
<td>0.41887903213500976560e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument of perigee</td>
<td>0.24515445000000000000e7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination of orbit</td>
<td>0.13993999455124139790e-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle</td>
<td>0.59827148739760886020e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle Data and Time</td>
<td>2006:08:30:23:14:50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: An example of a hello packet

An SOSPF hello packet contains following fields which are

- The source SOSPF router’s IPv6 address
- The destination SOSPF router’s IPv6 address
- The calculating method tag (see section 3.3)
- The DoNotAdvertise bit (see section 3.2)
- The Area of this bidirectional relationship
- The source SOSPF router’s six orbital parameters (if the calculating method tag equal 0) (see APPENDIX A)
- The date and time where the source SOSPF router is at the true angle⁶ (if the calculating method tag equal 0)

⁶ True angle is one of the six orbital parameters
• Reserved parameters (not yet defined)

An example of a hello packet is shown in Figure 17. When an SOSP router is turned on, it sends a hello packet to all members of the Neighboring Routers list. In turn, the receiving router will reply with its own hello packet and bidirectional relationship is established and neighboring relationship is being formed between the pair of routers. Thereafter, hello packets are exchanged to maintain this relationship.

3.6.1 Receiving Hello Packet

When an SOSP router receives a hello packet from another SOSP router, the condition of the hello packet’s reception and the action that follow is as follow:

• If the received hello packet is a reply of an earlier sent hello packet, then
  – The Hello timer\(^7\) is restarted and no further action is required.

• If the received hello packet is a new hello packet in result of the time interval expiration at the other end, then
  – Prepare and send a reply hello packet
  – The Hello timer is restarted.

• If the received hello packet is a new hello packet in result of establishing bidirectional relationship process, then
  – The part of establishing bidirectional relationship with a neighboring router is explained next (see section 3.6.2).

---

\(^7\) hello packet are sent when Hello timer reaches zero
3.6.2 Establishing Bidirectional Relationship

When SOSPF router \( R \) receives a hello packet from SOSPF router \( S \), it checks if \( S \)'s IPv6 address is in the *Neighboring Routers list*. If it doesn’t exist, then SOSPF router \( S \)'s IPv6 address and the six orbital parameters (if \( S \)'s calculating method tag is zero) are added to the *Neighboring Routers list*. Also, if \( S \)'s IPv6 address is not in the *Space Routers List*, then SOSPF router \( S \)'s router’s IPv6 address and its six orbital parameters are added to the *Space Routers List*.

Furthermore, and \( R \) sends a reply hello packet to \( S \) and restarts its Hello timer. When \( S \) receives \( R \)'s hello packets, it restarts its Hello timer. Now, both SOSPF routers \( S \) and \( R \) have bidirectional relationships with each other.

3.6.3 Bidirectional Relationship Termination

Hello packets are used to maintain bidirectional relationships with neighboring routers by exchanging hello packet at regular interval. If a hello packet is sent and is not replied to within a configured waiting period, it is removed from the *Neighboring Routers list* and a new *SR-LSA* is issued and flooded according to the router’s flooding scope (see section 3.4.1.1). The *SR-LSA* contains one entry that entails the *Propagation Delay* of InfDelay (see section 3.4), the *SR-LSA*’s *Begin Time* is set to the current time, and the *Connection Period* is set to zero.

3.7 Database Exchange Process

Once a pair of SOSPF routers has bidirectional relationships, their link state database must
be synchronized. Each SOSP router describes its LSD into a number of network packets, called Database Description packets. Each Database Description packet contains a number of LSAs which were generated by SOSP routers that wish to be advertised into the Area defined in the hello packet (see section 3.2).

Once all the Database Description packets are transmitted, each router transition the neighbor state of the other router from Exchange state to Loading state (see section 3.2.1). Then each router checks which LSAs need to be updated and request them in Link State Request packets. The recipient of a Link State Request packet finds the requested LSAs in its LSD and transmits them to the neighbor in Link State Update packets. All Link State Update packets must be acknowledged (see section 3.5).

During the database exchange, if SOSP router $x$ 1) receives an AM-LSA for area $i$ that was generated by SOSP router $y$ and 2) area $i$’s entry in $x$’s Area Membership list does not contain $y$ in the Area Members field, then $x$ recalculates its Area Membership list and proceed to form bidirectional communication and neighboring relationship with $y$ (see section 3.6.2).

In SOSP, if an LSA, other than AM-LSAs, which is generated by an SOSP router that is not in the Space Routers List, the SOSP router’s ID is recorded in New SOSP Routers List. The coordinates of the entries in this list will be requested at the conclusion of the database exchange process. A Coordinate Request packet is sent to the neighbor for every new SOSP router. Once the Coordinate Request packet is received, a Coordinate Definition packet is sent which contains the calculating method tag and the six orbital parameters of the new SOSP router (if the calculating method tag is zero). If the
calculating method is not zero, the calculating method must be available at the requesting router; otherwise the LSA that caused this packet exchange will be removed from the LSD. Finally at the conclusion of the Database Exchange Process, each router transitions the neighbor state of the other router to *Full* state (see section 3.2.1).

Moreover, if an SR-LSA is received whilst two neighboring routers are in *Full* state and the SR-LSA is generated by an SOSPf router that is not in the *Space Routers List*, then the receiving router request the coordinates of the new router through Coordinate Request packet from its neighboring router which cause each routers to transition the neighbor state of the other router to *Loading* state (see section 3.2.1). The remaining steps are done as described above.

### 3.8 SOSPf Example

This example shows a brief summary of some of the functionalities of SOSPf. This example is divided into seven parts where each part illustrates a few of SOSPf functions.

The example scene includes:

- One celestial object area, called area 1, for the Sun.

- One celestial object area, called area 1:3, for Earth.

- Two satellite constellation areas around Earth,
  
  - One satellite constellation area, called area 1:3:1 has four SOSPf routers, namely E1, E2, E3, and E4. E2 and E4 take turn in becoming the area border router for 1:3 and 1.
  
  - One satellite constellation area, called area 1:3:2, has one SOSPf routers, namely
E5 which is the area border router for 1:3:2

- One celestial object area, called area 1:4, for Mars.

- Two satellite constellation areas around Mars,
  
  - One satellite constellation area, called area 1:4:1 has three SOSP routers, namely M1, M2, and M3. M1 is the only area border router for area 1:4:1 and 1.
  
  - One satellite constellation area, called area 1:4:2 has three SOSP routers, namely M4. M4 is the only area border router for area 1:4:2

- One space shuttle, SP, which belongs to different areas at various times.

Figure 18: The example initial scene

Figure 18, Figure 19 and Table 7, illustrate the example, its initial area setting and hierarchy. Six events and the construction of the data structures resulted from each event are presented. Initially at midnight, SP is launched and the events that follow are:
1. At 1:00AM, SP joins area 1:3.

2. At 5:00AM, E2 is transitioned to *Sleeping* state in area 1:3 and 1 and E4 takes its place.

3. At 6:00AM, SP changes the following:
   
a) *DoNotAdvertise* bit to on
b) Change its membership with 1:3 to exit the area at an earlier time

4. At 10:00AM, E4 is transitioned to *Sleeping* state in area 1:3 and 1 and E2 takes its place.

5. At 12:00PM, SP joins 1:4.

6. At 1:00PM, E2 fails

Figure 19: The area hierarchy of the failed link example

The initial settings for SP are as follow:

- SP’s *DoNotAdvertise* bit is set off
- SP’s *Multi-Areas LSA* bit is set on
• SP will join area 1:3 from 1:00AM till 3:00PM and join area 1:4 from 12:00PM till 6:00PM as presented in their Neighboring Routers list in Table 8 and Table 9 respectively.

The ABR List for the members of area 1:3:1 is shown in Table 10. The ABR List for the other areas are not shown here since they will not be affected in this example.

Table 7: The area membership of the failed link example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E2 and M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>E2 and E5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>M1 and M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>E1, E2, E3, and E4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:2</td>
<td>E5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4:1</td>
<td>M1, M2, and M3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4:2</td>
<td>M4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current settings of E2’s areas are shown in Table 11. The other SOSPf routers’ data structure can be deduced Table 11 as well.

Table 8: SP’s Neighboring Routers list for area 1:3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#1</th>
<th>Neighboring Routers</th>
<th>Neighboring Start Time</th>
<th>Neighboring Period (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2, E5</td>
<td>1:00:00</td>
<td>50400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of entries</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9: SP’s Neighboring Routers list for area 1:4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Entries</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighboring Routers</td>
<td>M1, M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighboring Start Time</td>
<td>12:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighboring Period (seconds)</td>
<td>21600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: The ABR List for members of area 1:3:1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Border Router's ID</th>
<th>Area ID</th>
<th>Membership Start Time</th>
<th>Expiration Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:05:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:05:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>2010:12:00:00:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:05:00:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: E2’s current Area Membership list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of entries</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry # 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>E2,M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period (seconds)</td>
<td>18000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry # 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>E2,E5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period (seconds)</td>
<td>18000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry # 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>E1,E2,E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start Time</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period (seconds)</td>
<td>65535</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.1 SP Joins Area 1:3 at 1:00AM

Hereafter, the number to the left of event coincides with number on the arrow in the referenced figure. Figure 20 shows the events that happen when time reaches 1:00AM where, according to the SP’s Neighboring Routers list (see Table 8), SP must join 1:3 are
as follow:

1.a. At 1:00AM, SP Sends hello packet to E2 and E5 (see Table 12)

In response, E2 and E5 reply with their own hello packets (see Table 13). Then SP calculate the SR-LSAs to all routers and stores them in its LSD. Since SP’s Multi-Area LSA bit is set on, SP calculates one AM-LSA (shown in Table 14) for all areas in the **Neighboring Routers list** shown in Table 8. Then SP stores it in its LSD.

![Figure 20: The example scene when SP joins area 1:3](image)

2.a. SP Exchanges LSD with E2 and E5.

SP forms neighboring relationship with E2 and E5 where they exchange the LSA entries of their LSDs. When they are done exchanging their LSDs, E2 and E5 transition SP’s neighbor state to *Full*; and SP transition neighbor state for E2 and E5 to Full, as well.
Table 12: SP’s Hello packet to E2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:0601::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:0402::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating Method</td>
<td>0:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotAdvertise</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter 1</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: E2’s Hello packet to SP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>E2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating Method</td>
<td>0:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoNotAdvertise</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity °</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude of the ascending router °</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument of perigee °</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination of orbit °</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle °</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle Data and Time</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, E2 and E5 calculate an SR-LSA to SP which provides the time interval and the propagation delay of the link between them and SP (see Table 15). Table 15 shows that E2 is in direct view with SP until 6:00AM and will be in direct view again at 8:00AM. Concurrently, when SP’s AM-LSA is received at E2 (E5 will do the same action), E2 will do the following:

- Since SP’s DoNotAdvertise bit is off, E2 insert area 1:3 and 1 to its AM-Forwarding List according to the AM-LSA forwarding guideline in section 3.4.2.2.
• E2 forwards SP’s AM-LSA to members of area 1:3, namely E5

• E2 generates its own AM-LSA and send it to SP and E5 after storing it in its LSD

• E2 recalculates entries for 1:3 in *Area Membership list*

Concurrently, since SP’s *DoNotAdvertise* bit is off, E2 floods SP’s SR-LSAs and E2’s SR-LSA according to the flooding procedure (see section 3.5).

3.a. E2 forwards the new LSAs to the members of area 1:3:1.

E2 forwards the E2’s AM-LSA to E1 and E3 according to the AM-LSA forwarding guideline (see section 3.4.2.2). And, E2 floods the SR-LSAs from itself, SP, and E5 to E1 and E3, as well

3.b. E2 forwards the new LSAs to the member of area 1

E2 forwards the SP’s AM-LSA to M1 since area 1 is in SP’s AM-LSA’s *AM-Forwarding List*. E2 floods the SR-LSAs from itself, SP, and E5 to M1, as well

### Table 14: SP’s AM-LSA for all areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:0601::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong># 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>SP,E2,E5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start time</td>
<td>01:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period</td>
<td>50400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong># 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ID</td>
<td>1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Members</td>
<td>SP,M1,M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Start time</td>
<td>12:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Period</td>
<td>21600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 15: E2’s SR-LSA to SP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:0402::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:0601::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin time</td>
<td>01:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End time</td>
<td>06:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Delay</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin time</td>
<td>08:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End time</td>
<td>15:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Delay</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Members of 1:3:1 flood the received LSAs to each other.

This example assumes that SP’s trajectory is known to members of 1:3:1 which means that they will not request SP’s parameters when they receive an SR-LSA about SP.

5. The portion of the example assumes that M1 does not SP’s trajectory; thus, when M1 receive SP’s SR-LSA, M1 exchanges the required information with E2. The process is as follow:
   a) M1 transition E2’s neighbor state to Exchange
   b) M1 requests the coordinates of SP in a Coordinate Request packet
   c) M1 transition E2’s neighbor state to Loading
   d) Once received, E2 transition M1’s neighbor state to Loading
   e) E2 send SP’s coordinates in a Coordinate Definition packet
   f) E2 transition M1’s neighbor state to Full
   g) Once received, M1 send acknowledgment
   h) M1 transition E2’s neighbor state to Full

6. M1 floods SP to 1:4 and 1:4:1 according to the flooding procedures (same set of events
which described in (5) occur between members of 1:4 and 1:4:1)

7. Members of 1:4 flood the SP’s SR-LSA according to the flooding procedure.

8. (not shown) For every router that received new information about SP, they calculate their SR-LSA and flood their areas as mentioned above.

3.8.2 E2 Is Transitioned To Sleeping State at 5:00AM

Members of areas 1 and 1:3 trigger Sleep event with E2, and vice versa. This event transition E2’s neighbor states in all those members to Sleeping state.

Figure 21: The example scene when E4 joins 1:3 and 1

Also, this event causes a New LSA list to be created at each router. The events that follow are:
1. E4 joins area 1:3

E4 is new to area 1:3; this portion of the example assumes that E4 know only of E5 existence in 1:3. Thus, E4 joins area 1:3 by sending Hello packet to E5 and form neighboring relationship and exchange their LSDs. Also, E4 send its own AM-LSA which contains only E4 and E5 (see Table 16). But when E5 receive E4’s AM-LSA for area 1:3, it finds that SP is missing from E4’s AM-LSA. Then E5 sends its own AM-LSA for area 1:3 which causes E4 and E5 to synchronies their area 1’s area membership. (see section 3.4.2.1 scenario 5)

Once the correct E4’s AM-LSA is accepted, E4’s AM-LSA is forwarded to all members of 1:3:1 which causes the replacement of the Area Border Router’s ID in the ABR List of all the members of 1:3:1, namely E1, E2, and E3.

2. E4 form neighboring relationship with SP

This process is similar to the actions taken by E2 in the first scenario where both router, E4 and SP, exchange hello packets and exchange their LSDs descriptions. At the end of the database exchange process, each router transitions the neighbor state of the other router to Full state.

3. E4 form neighboring relationship with M1

This process is similar to the previous process. At the conclusion of the E4 establishing relationship with M1, E4 is a member of area 1.

Table 16: E4’s AM-LSA for area 1:3
3.8.3 SP Is Changing Its Data Structure at 6:00AM

The network administrator changes SP’s *DoNotAdvertise* bit to on and change its *Neighboring Routers list’s* entry for 1:3 to exit the area at 10:00AM instead of 3:00PM as define in SP’s *Neighboring Routers list* shown in Table 8.

This change causes SP to Recalculate its *Area Membership list and* generate a new AM-LSA. SP only forwards the new AM-LSA to all members of 1:3, namely E5 and E4. Since SP’s *DoNotAdvertise* bit is on, the new AM-LSA does not travel outside 1:3.

Furthermore, E5, E4, and SP Add this LSA to the *New LSA list* in E2’s neighbor data structure.

3.8.4 E4 Is Transitioned To Sleeping at 10:00AM

At 10:00AM, it is E2’s turn to become the area border router for areas 1:3 and 1. E5 and SP trigger *Sleep* event with E4 which transition E4’s neighbor states to *Sleeping*, and vice versa. In addition, *New LSA list* is created at each router.

The events that occur between E2 and E5 only (the events that occur between SP and E2 are similar) are explained further. E2 has not seen any changes because the *New LSA list* in the neighbor data structure for E5 is empty. Thus E2 triggers *Awaken and Ready* event which moves the neighbor state of E5 to *Full*. But, E5 has one new LSA (SP’s AM-LSA). Thus, E5 triggers *Awaken and Unsynchronized* event which moves E2’s neighbor state to
*Exchange.* Then, the following events occur:

1. E5 sends a Database Description packet to E2

   E5 sends Database Description packet which contains the new AM-LSA to E2. E2 receive the Database Description packet from E5. It triggers an *Unsynchronized* event which moves E5’s neighbor state to Exchange.

2. E2 request new LSA

   The received Database Description packet is marked with The More bit set off (as defined in OSPFv3 [59]) which indicate that this packet is the last Database Description packet. This cause each router to transition the neighbor state of the other router to *Loading* state where E2 will request the new AM-LSA via Link State Request packet.
3. E5 sends new LSA

Once E5 receive the Link State Request packet, it sends the new AM-LSA in a Link State Update packet. Once E2 receives the AM-LSA, it does the following:

- Sends acknowledgment to E5
- Recalculate its *Area Membership list*
- Transition E5’s neighbor state to *Full*

Once E5 receives the acknowledgment, it transition E2’s neighbor state to *Full*

4. E2 announce to the members of 1:3 that it is now the area border router for 1:3

According the E2’s *Neighboring Routers list* for area 1:3, E2 will be area border router for areas 1:3:1 and 1:3 for next five hours. This causes E2 to send its AM-LSA for those areas which causes the replacement of the Area Border Router’s ID in the ABR List of all the members of 1:3:1 and 1:3. The ABR List which located in the data structure of the members of area 1:3:1 is shown in Table 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Border Router's ID</th>
<th>Area ID</th>
<th>Membership Start Time</th>
<th>Expiration Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2010:12:00:10:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:15:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>2010:12:00:10:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:15:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>2010:12:00:10:00:00</td>
<td>2010:12:00:15:00:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.8.5 SP Joins Area 1:4 at 12:00PM

Members of area 1:4 know that SP will be part of their area at 12:00PM from SP’s AM-
LSA for area 1:4 (see Table 9) that was received earlier from scenario (1).

M1 and M4 exchange Hello packet with SP and form neighboring relationship and exchange LSA.

3.8.6 E2 Fails at 1:00PM

At 1:00PM, E2 stopped functioning. Members of the areas, that E2 belongs to, find out that E2 is down after RouterDeadInterval seconds elapsed without any communication from it. Also in area 1, M1 finds out about the failure of E2 but M1 can’t do anything because there is no ABR List for backbone area. In the other hand, members of areas 1:3 and 1:3:1 can elect a new area border router for their respected area.

Figure 23: The example scene when E2 fails at 1:00PM

First in area 1:3:1, E3 (E1 does the same thing) does not receive a hello packet from E2
within `RouterDeadInterval` seconds. E3 looks for another area border router in the ABR List (see Table 17). Since there is none, E3 elects a new area border router. The election is base the highest router ID which is E3. E3 assumes the role of the area border router for area 1 and 1:3 and does the following:

1. E3 informs the members of areas 1:3 and 1 with the new change

   E3 dose the following:

   • Generates new `Neighboring Routers lists` for areas 1:3 and 1.

   • Generates an AM-LSA for area 1:3 and an AM-LSA for area 1, forwards to members of area 1:3, namely E5 and SP, an area 1, namely M1, respectively

   • Generates SR-LSA for E2 with infinity, floods it into 1:3:1, 1:3 and 1

   Moreover, E3 informs the members of area 1:3:1 of the new change, as well

2. Also, E5 becomes an area border router for area 1:3, similar to the events described above. E5 informs the members of areas 1 and 1:3 with the new change.

3. (not shown) For each router that received new information about E2, it creates an SR-LSA for E2 with `Propagation Delay` of `InfDelay`, `Begin Time` of the current time, and the `Connection Period` of zero, and floods it into their areas.
CHAPTER 4
SDIP ROUTING ALGORITHM

The Shortest Delay Intermittent Pathway (SDIP) routing algorithm finds approximate optimum paths in an intermittent link environment. If a number of routers are placed on board spacecrafts or space colonies, the connectivity between them will be intermittent because of occlusion of celestial objects or other limitations. The SDIP routing algorithm is not specifically defined for routing in space, but rather for any routing domain where such intermittent links exist. Nevertheless, space is an attractive routing domain for the SDIP routing algorithm because of the existence of the SOSPFI routing protocol.

4.1 SDIP Algorithm Graph Definition

The SDIP algorithm defines a network as a connected directed graph $G = (V, L, T)$, where $V$ is the set of vertices (routers), $L$ is the set of links, and $T$ is the set of clock times which indicate the beginning and end of the time period where links in $L$ are active.

Let $n$ be the number of vertices in $V$. Let the link connecting vertex $x$ to vertex $y$ be represented as $(x, y)$. Let $b(x, y)$ be the entry in $T$ which indicates the beginning of the active time period for $(x, y)$. Let $e(x, y)$ be the entry in $T$ which indicates the end of the active time period for $(x, y)$. An illustration of the beginning and the end of a link’s active
time period is shown in Figure 24.

![Figure 24: The beginning and end of an active time period](image)

A cost function $c : L \rightarrow R$ is defined, where $R$ is the set of real numbers, determines the length of $(x, y)$, if $(x, y) \in L$. Let the cost function associated with $(x, y)$ be presented as $c(x, y)$. The cost is a delay metric which is the estimated propagation delay between a pair of vertices. An illustration of the cost of a link is shown in Figure 25. Since link costs in the SDIP algorithm are delay matrices with the assumption that all link costs have positive values.

![Figure 25: The Cost Metric](image)

4.2 Input and Output Matrices
First, the graph $G$ is represented by four matrices which are used for input and output
where entries in one or more matrices may be used to modify one entry in a another matrix
when a shorter path is found. Those matrices are:

1. An $n \times n$ path matrix $P = [p_{ij}]$ where $p_{ij}$ is the shortest path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ and
   may contain intermediate vertices which yielded $p_{ij}$ to be the shortest path from $i$ to $j$.
   The initial setting of $P$ is done as follow:
   \[
   p_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
   \{i,j\} & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \in L, \\
   \text{NULL} & \text{Otherwise}
   \end{cases} \tag{2}
   \]

2. An $n \times n$ cost matrix $C = [c_{ij}]$ where $c_{ij}$ represents the cost of the path $p_{ij}$. The initial
   setting of $C$ is as follow:
   \[
   c_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
   0 & \text{if } i = j, \\
   c(i, j) & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \in L, \\
   \infty & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \notin L.
   \end{cases} \tag{3}
   \]

3. An $n \times n$ time matrix $B = [b_{ij}]$ where $b_{ij}$ represents the beginning of the active time
   period of the path $p_{ij}$. The initial setting of $B$ is as follow:
   \[
   b_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
   0 & \text{if } i = j, \\
   b(i, j) & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \in L, \\
   \infty & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \notin L.
   \end{cases} \tag{4}
   \]

4. An $n \times n$ time matrix $E = [e_{ij}]$ where $e_{ij}$ represents the end of the active time period of
   the path $p_{ij}$. The initial setting of $E$ is as follow:
   \[
   e_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
   0 & \text{if } i = j, \\
   e(i, j) & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \in L, \\
   \infty & \text{if } i \neq j \text{ and } (i, j) \notin L.
   \end{cases} \tag{5}
   \]
Next, the SDIP routing algorithm produces one output matrix which is an $n \times n$ delay matrix $D = [d_{ij}]$ where $d_{ij}$ represents the shortest estimated arrival clock time of the propagated data (refer to as the shortest delay hereafter) from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ using the path $p_{ij}$. $d_{ij}$ is set to be the cost of path $p_{ij}$ plus the clock time of the beginning of the path’s active time period (see Figure 26). The initial setting of $D$ is done as follow:

$$d_{ij} = c_{ij} + b_{ij} \ \forall i, j \in V$$

(6)

![Figure 26: The delay of a path](image)

### 4.3 SDIP Routing Algorithm Decomposition

Let $p_{ij}^{(k)}$ be the shortest path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ such that any intermediate vertices on the path (if any) are chosen from the set $\{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$ and $d_{ij}^{(k)}$ be the shortest delay using $p_{ij}^{(k)}$. For example, $d_{ij}^{(0)}$ is the shortest delay using $p_{ij}^{(0)}$ which is the path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ with no intermediate vertices if $(i, j) \in L$. Moreover, let the values of $c_{ij}^{(k)}$, $b_{ij}^{(k)}$ and $e_{ij}^{(k)}$ correspond to the $p_{ij}^{(k)}$. Lastly, let $D^{(k)}$ be the $n \times n$ matrix $[d_{ij}^{(k)}]$. Thus, $D^{(n)}$ is the final delay matrix which is solved by computing $D^{(k)}$ for $k = 0, 1, \ldots, n$.

For $p_{ij}^{(k)}$, there are two cases. The first case is the path from vertex $i$ to vertex $j$ which
doesn’t contain the vertex \( k \). In reality, this is \( p_{ij}^{(k-1)} \) which the shortest path found from the previous calculation.

In the second case, the path from vertex \( i \) to vertex \( j \) containing the vertex \( k \) is considered. This path consists of a sub-path \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \), and a sub-path \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \), provided that the combining of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths produce a valid path. The combination of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths is valid if one the following two conditions is achieved:

**Condition 1:** If the shortest delay of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) is equal to or less than the beginning of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) ‘s active time period, then the combination of the two sub-paths is valid (see Figure 27), i.e.,

\[
d_{ik}^{(k-1)} \leq b_{kj}^{(k-1)}
\]  

(7)

![Figure 27: A valid path combination of the first condition](image)

**Condition 2:** If 1) the shortest delay of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) is more than the beginning of the sub-path
\( p_i^{(k-1)} \)'s active time period and 2) the shortest delay of the sub-path \( p_i^{(k-1)} \) plus the cost of the sub-path \( p_j^{(k-1)} \) is equal to or less than the end of the sub-path \( p_i^{(k-1)} \)'s active time period, then the combination of the two sub-paths is valid (see Figure 28), i.e.,

\[
d_i^{(k-1)} > b_j^{(k-1)} \text{ and } d_i^{(k-1)} + c_j^{(k-1)} \leq e_j^{(k-1)}
\]  

(8)

Figure 28: A valid path combination of the second condition

Figure 29: An invalid path combination
An invalid path combination of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths is illustrated in Figure 29 where the propagated data using \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) path will not be able to reach vertex \( j \) before the end of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \)’s active time period.

If the combination of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths is valid, the shortest delay of the new path is calculated. For ease of terminology, let \( M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \) be the shortest delay resulting from a valid bath combination of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths. The value of \( M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \) depends on its validity condition.

**Condition 1:** \( M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \) is set to the shortest delay of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) (see Figure 27), i.e.,

\[
M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} = d_{kj}^{(k-1)} \tag{9}
\]

**Condition 2:** \( M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \) is set to the shortest delay of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \) plus the delay cost of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) (see Figure 28), i.e.,

\[
M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} = d_{ik}^{(k-1)} + c_{kj}^{(k-1)} \tag{10}
\]

Now, the two cases are compared, the path without \( k \) as an intermediate vertex case and path with \( k \) being an intermediate vertex case, i.e.,

\[
d_{ij}^{(k)} = \min \{ d_{ij}^{(k-1)}, M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \} \tag{11}
\]

If \( M_{ikj}^{(k-1)} \) is the shorter delay, entries in all the five defined matrices have to be modified. First, the two \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) sub-paths are combined to form the new shortest path \( p_{ij}^{(k)} \). Path. Let \( \oplus \) be a union function which combine the paths of two sub-paths such that it
maintains the internal order composition of the sub-paths. Thus the combination of 
\( p_{ij}^{(k-1)} \) and \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \) which yields the \( p_{ij}^{(k)} \) path is as follow:

\[
p_{ij}^{(k)} = p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \oplus p_{kj}^{(k-1)} = \{i, K, k, K, j\}
\]  

Then, the beginning and end of the active time period are set. The beginning of \( p_{ij}^{(k)} \)'s active time period is set to the beginning of \( p_{ik}^{(k-1)} \)'s active time period (see Figure 30 and Figure 31), i.e.,

\[
b_{ij}^{(k)} = b_{ik}^{(k-1)}
\]  

Similarly, the end of \( p_{ij}^{(k)} \)'s active time period is set to the end of \( p_{kj}^{(k-1)} \)'s active time period (see Figure 30 and Figure 31), i.e.,

\[
e_{ij}^{(k)} = e_{kj}^{(k-1)}
\]  

![Figure 30: The setting of the new path of the first condition](image-url)
The values of the shortest delay, $d_{ij}^{(k)}$, and the delay cost, $c_{ij}^{(k)}$, depend on its validity condition.

**Condition 1**: $d_{ij}^{(k)}$ is set to the shortest delay of $p_{ij}^{(k-1)}$ (see Figure 30), i.e.,

$$d_{ij}^{(k)} = d_{ij}^{(k-1)} $$

(15)

And, $c_{ij}^{(k)}$ is set to the shortest delay of $p_{ij}^{(k)}$ subtracted by beginning of $p_{ij}^{(k-1)}$'s active time period (see Figure 30), i.e.,

$$c_{ij}^{(k)} = d_{ij}^{(k)} - b_{ij}^{(k)} $$

(16)

**Condition 2**: $d_{ij}^{(k)}$ is set to the shortest delay of $p_{ij}^{(k-1)}$ plus the delay cost of $p_{ij}^{(k-1)}$ (see Figure 31), i.e.,

$$d_{ij}^{(k)} = d_{ij}^{(k-1)} + c_{ij}^{(k-1)} .$$

(17)
Similar to the first condition, $c_{ij}^{(k)}$ is set to the shortest delay of $p_{ij}^{(k)}$ subtracted by beginning of $p_{ij}^{(k)}$’s active time period (see Figure 31), i.e.,

$$c_{ij}^{(k)} = d_{ij}^{(k)} - b_{ij}^{(k)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

### 4.4 SDIP Routing Algorithm

1. SDIP () {

2. For $i = 1$ to $n$

3. For $j = 1$ to $n$

4. $d_{ij} = b_{ij} + c_{ij}$

5. For $k = 1$ to $n$

6. For $i = 1$ to $n$

7. For $j = 1$ to $n$

8. If $i \neq j$

9. If $d_{ik} \leq b_{kj}$

10. $M_{ikj} = d_{kj}$

11. Else If $d_{ik} + c_{kj} < e_{kj}$

12. $M_{ikj} = d_{ik} + c_{ki}$

13. If $M_{ikj} < d_{ij}$

14. $p_{ij} = p_{ik} \oplus p_{kj}$
\[ d_{ij} = M_{ikj} \]

\[ b_{ij} = d_{ik} \]

\[ e_{ij} = e_{kj} \]

\[ c_{ij} = d_{ij} - b_{ij} \]

4.5 SDIP Routing Algorithm Example

An example network with four vertices, 1, 2, 3, and 4 is setup. In this example, there are only four links in \( L \), namely (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), and (1, 4). The active time periods and delay costs of those links are shown in Figure 32.

Prior running the SDIP algorithm, the initial values for the algorithm’s data structure are setup. The initial path matrix \( (P) \) delay cost matrix \( (C) \) and beginning and end of the link’s active time periods matrices \( (B \text{ and } E \text{ respectively}) \), and the shortest delay matrix \( (D) \) are shown in Table 18, Table 19, Table 20, Table 21, and Table 22 respectively.

![The Example’s Initial Link’ Active Time Periods and their Delay Costs](image)

Figure 32: The example’s Links and Their Parameters
Table 18: The example’s initial path matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>&lt;1,2&gt;</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>&lt;1,4&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>&lt;2,3&gt;</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>&lt;3,4&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 19: The example’s initial cost matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: The example’s initial beginning of the active time period matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: The example’s initial end of the active time period matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22: The example’s initial shortest delay matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the SDIP routing algorithm is an iterative procedure, the only discussed runs are the
ones when the reasoning portion of the algorithm is used. There is only three times where shortest delays are changed. Looking at the SDIP routing algorithm (see section 4.4), the path’s shortest delay changes when the running process enters the code block from line 1418. The SDIP routing algorithm enter this code block when the values of parameters $k$, $i$, and $j$, defined at lines 5, 6, and 7 respectively, are set according to Table 23.

Table 23: The values where the example is affected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run Number</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first run, a new valid path is found in a result of the second validity condition where 1) the shortest delay of $p_{23}$ is more than the beginning of $p_{34}$’s active time period and 2) the shortest delay of $p_{23}$ path plus the delay cost $p_{34}$ is less than the end of $p_{34}$’s active time period. Moreover, the combined path’s shortest delay is shorter than the original $p_{24}$’s shortest delay. Thus, a new $p_{24}$ is constructed and its related matrices’ entries are set as follow:

\[ p_{24} = p_{23} \oplus p_{34} = (2,3) \oplus (3,4) = (2,3,4) \]  \hfill (19)

\[ d_{24} = d_{23} + c_{34} = 7 + 2 = 9 \]  \hfill (20)

\[ b_{24} = b_{23} = 5 \]  \hfill (21)

\[ e_{24} = e_{34} = 11 \]  \hfill (22)

\[ c_{24} = d_{24} - b_{24} = 9 - 5 = 4 \]  \hfill (23)
The illustration of the example’s first run is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: The example’s first run process

In the second run, a new valid path is found in a result of the first validity condition where the shortest delay of \( p_{12} \) is less than the beginning of \( p_{23} \)’s active time period. Moreover, the combined path’s shortest delay is shorter than the original \( p_{13} \)’s shortest delay. Thus, a new \( p_{13} \) path is constructed and its related matrices’ entries are set as follow:

\[
p_{13} = p_{12} \oplus p_{23} = \langle 1,2 \rangle \oplus \langle 2,3 \rangle = \langle 1,2,3 \rangle \tag{24}
\]

\[
d_{13} = d_{23} = 7 \tag{25}
\]

\[
b_{13} = b_{12} = 1 \tag{26}
\]

\[
e_{13} = e_{23} = 8 \tag{27}
\]

\[
c_{13} = d_{13} - b_{13} = 7 - 1 = 6 \tag{28}
\]

The illustration of the example’s second run is shown in Figure 34.

In the third run, a new valid path is found as a result of the second validity condition where 1) the shortest delay of \( p_{13} \) is more than the beginning of \( p_{34} \)’s active time period and 2) the shortest delay of \( p_{13} \) plus the \( p_{34} \)’s delay cost is less than the end of \( p_{34} \)’s active time period. Moreover, the combined path’s shortest delay is shorter than the original \( p_{14} \)’s shortest delay.
delay. Thus, a new $p_{14}$ path is constructed and its related matrices’ entries are set as follow:

\[ p_{14} = p_{13} \oplus p_{34} = \langle 1, 2, 3 \rangle \oplus \langle 3, 4 \rangle = \langle 1, 2, 3, 4 \rangle \]  
(29)

\[ d_{14} = d_{13} + c_{34} = 9 \]  
(30)

\[ b_{14} = b_{13} = 1 \]  
(31)

\[ e_{14} = e_{34} = 11 \]  
(32)

\[ c_{14} = d_{14} - b_{14} = 8 \]  
(33)

Figure 34: The example’s second run process

The illustration of the example’s third run is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: The third run of the example
Figure 36 shows the outcome of the SDIP routing algorithm where two new paths ($p_{24}$ and $p_{13}$) are found and $p_{14}$'s shortest delay is reduced.

The Example’s Graph Topology Before and After the Running of the SDIP Algorithm

4.6 SDIP Routing Algorithm Analysis

The SDIP routing algorithm is a modified version of Floyd-Warshall shortest path algorithm [26]. Thus, it has the same running time complexity which is $\Theta(n^3)$ [19].

The SDIP algorithm is not like many shortest path algorithms where the routing table is $O(n)$. The SDIP algorithm’s routing table is $O(n^2)$ because the whole path is stored in the routing table instead of the next hop. There are two transmission options when using the SDIP routing algorithm:

1. The packet includes the source and destination addresses only.

   It is assumed that the path matrix ($P$) is identical in all vertices (routers). Thus, all routers produce the same routing table. Moreover, when router $z$ receives a packet from router $x$ in its way to router $y$, router $z$ looks up the $p_{xy}$ entry and forwards the packet to the next router $q$ after its own ($z$) in $p_{xy}$ during its active time period with router $q$. 

   2. After
2. The packet includes the whole path.

When router \( z \) receives a packet from router \( x \) in its way to router \( y \), router \( z \) forwards the packet to the next router \( q \) after its own (\( z \)) in the path that is stored in the packet during its active time period with router \( q \). At the time of this research, this option is made available using IPv6 Routing Header, the Routing Header [21].

The decision of using either option is highly dependable on the QoS requirements. If the first option is utilized, intermediate hops have to consume local processing power. In the second options, there is no processing power overhead but rather the packet is larger. The SOSPFT routing algorithm is implementing the second option because of power limitations on board satellites [11].

4.6.1 SDIP Optimality

As mentioned previously, the SDIP routing algorithm produces approximate optimum paths. The reason that it is not optimum is because it may occur that the a link of two vertices, call them \( x \) and \( y \), has an active time period that is smaller than the link’s delay cost (see Figure 37), i.e.,

\[
e(x, y) - b(x, y) < c(x, y)
\]

(34)

![Figure 37: An Example of a bigger delay cost than the active time period](image-url)
In this case, data may be propagated a head of time from vertex $x$ before the $(x, y)$ link is up in away that the propagated data reaches vertex $y$ when $(x, y)$ is up. Using this scenario, a shorter path in the topology may exist that the SDIP routing algorithm will not use. For this reason, the proposed SDIP routing algorithm is only an approximation routing algorithm.

The SDIP routing algorithm assumes that all delay costs are equal or less than their respected active time periods. Then the SDIP routing algorithm is optimum based on this assumption and the optimality is proved in the following Lemma.

**Lemma:**

Let $p$ be the shortest delay path from $u$ to $v$. Consider any two vertices $x$ and $y$ on this path. The part of the path between vertices $x$ and $y$ will be the shortest delay path between $x$ and $y$. [22]

**Proof:**

If there was a sub-path from $x$ to $y$ that was not the shortest delay path from $x$ to $y$, then we could replace this sub-path with the shortest delay path from $x$ to $y$, obtaining a lesser cost for the overall path. This contradicts the statement that the path from $u$ to $v$ was the shortest delay path, so the lemma is true.

4.6.2 Link Change Effect

When a new link between two vertices, call them $x$ and $y$, has emerged, the SDIP routing algorithm will not recalculate the routing table if the shortest delay for $(x, y)$ is the highest of all links in $L$, i.e.,

$$d_{xy} \geq d_{ij} \forall i, j \in V \ s.t. (i, j) \in L$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

Otherwise, a new link will cause the entire routing table to be recalculated. This is also true
if the one of the existing links change its status (e.g., a new delay cost, a change in the active period time, or a dead link). If the shortest delay of the link in question used to have the highest delay of all links and no longer available or maintain it highest delay status, the routing table needs not to be recalculated.

4.7 SDIP Routing Algorithm in SOSPF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Satellite Address</th>
<th>5F00:0000:C001:2C00::/56</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Destination Satellite Address</td>
<td>5F00:0000:C001:0400::/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tuples</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 1</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:28:20:14:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 14400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 2</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:29:40:30:05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple # 3</td>
<td>Begin time 2006:08:30:23:14:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connection Period 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Propagation Delay 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 38: An example of an SR-LSA

The SOSPF routing protocol benefits from the SDIP routing algorithm since it provides the necessary information to run the SDIP routing algorithm. The input parameters of the graph $G$ are obtained from the SR-LSAs in the SOSPF link state database (LSD). Each SR-LSA contains the three elements used to run the SDIP routing algorithm. An example of an SR-LSA is illustrated in Figure 38.

Although SR-LSAs may contain multiple tuples, it is assumed that the graph $G$ will use the information of the tuple that is valid at the time of the routing table calculation.
CHAPTER 5
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The SOSPF routing protocol is a chatty protocol by its inheritance nature of the original OSPFv3 [2]. Thus, SOSPF flooding is the main concern since it contributes greatly in how stable and scalable the SOSPF routing protocol is. Prior discussing the stability and scalability analysis, the SOSPF flooding mechanism and its traffic cost per link effect are explained.

5.1 Flooding

SOSPF flooding takes place whenever a new LSA or an LSA that is newer than router’s link state database copy is received. Then, the LSA/s are encapsulated in a Link State Update packet and forwarded to a subset of neighboring routers.

In a satellite constellation area, an SOSPF router will forward the packet to (at most) two SOSPF routers in its satellite constellation area according to the internal flooding scope. (see 3.5) Thus, the internal flooding traffic cost in a satellite constellation area O(1)

5.1.1 Celestial Flooding Scope

All SOSPF routers in celestial object areas forward the Link State Update packet according to the celestial flooding scope. Let \( n \) be the number of SOSPF routers in a celestial object
area in question. Initially, the SOSPF router that generates the packet will forward the packet to $n$-1 SOSPF routers. In the worst case, each SOSPF router will forward the packet to $n$-2 SOSPF routers according to the celestial flooding scope (see 3.5). The packet will not be forwarded anymore because that each router has already a copy of the LSAs in the Link State Update packet. Thus, the celestial flooding traffic cost per link per is $O(n)$.

5.2 Stability

The term Stability can vary by definition from one research to another. For example, in [8], stability is evaluated by a mixer of 1) network convergence period, 2) routing load on processors, and 2) the number of route flaps. Furthermore, others researches have defined it differently [16], [60],[65]. In this dissertation, stability is defined as follow:

**Stability:** Stability is the degree to which a system can maintain valid connectivity when disruptions occur.

Primarily, the convergence period is measured between a pair of “network change” events. In SOSPF, when a link state changes or a link failure is detected, an LSA is generated and encapsulated in a Link State Update packet where it is flooded to the affected areas. Every link update that occurs in the network will require a convergence period before the network enters a stability period.

**The convergence period:** The convergence period is the amount of time for a router to restore normal traffic handling after recovery from a network interruption.

**The stability period:** The stability period starts at the time when all SOSPF routers have valid routing table until the next network interruption.
Figure 39 Illustrates a periodical cycle between convergence periods and stability periods.

Figure 39: Sample period with links failures

- Let \( t_1 \) and \( t_4 \) be the clock times of two consecutive network interruptions.
- Let \( F \) be the time interval between the two network interruptions, i.e.,

\[
F = t_4 - t_1
\]  

(36)

- Let \( t_2 \) be the clock time where at least one SOSPF router becomes aware that a network interruption happened at \( t_1 \).
- Let \( D \) be the detection time interval for the interruption that happened at \( t_1 \), i.e.,

\[
D = t_2 - t_1
\]  

(37)

- Let \( t_3 \) be the clock time where all SOSPF routers have valid routing tables.
- Let \( P \) be the time interval required for all SOSPF router to have valid routing tables from the moment that the interruption was detected, i.e.,

\[
P = t_3 - t_2
\]  

(38)

Figure 40 shows all parameters that have been defined. Although there are many ways of measuring the stability, in this dissertation, the measurement of stability is the ratio of time
where the network is in a stable period against the period between network interruptions.

- Let $\lambda$ be the stability i.e.,

$$\lambda = \frac{F - (D + P)}{F}$$

(39)

---

**Figure 40: Time Interval layout**

5.2.1 Stability Analytical Model

The model defines a satellite network as a connected directed graph $G = (V, E, A)$, where $V$ is the set of vertices (routers on board satellites), $E$ is the set of edges (direct links), and $A$ is a set areas. Let $n$ be the number of routers in $V$. Let the link connecting router $x$ to router $y$ in $E$ be represented as $(x, y)$. A cost function $c : E \to R$ is defined, where $R$ is the set of real numbers, determines the cost of $(x, y)$ if $(x, y) \in E$. Let the cost function associated with $(x, y)$ be represented as $c(x, y)$. The cost is a delay metric which is the estimated propagation delay between a pair of routers. An area function $a : V \to A$ is defined, determine the set of areas of router $x$ if $x \in V$. Let the area function associated with router $x$ be presented as $a(x)$. 
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Let router \( x \) and router \( y \) belong to a common area, i.e.,

\[
(a(x) \cap a(y) \neq \emptyset \text{ and } (x, y) \in E) \quad (40)
\]

Thus, hello packets are exchanged between router \( x \) and router \( y \) at regular intervals (see section 3.6) which is equal to \( c(x, y) \). If router \( x \) fails, router \( y \) will detect the failure when it doesn’t receive a hello packet from router \( x \) after \( k \) multiples of \( c(x, y) \). In this dissertation, it is assumed that \( k \) equals 1. Let \( D_{\text{SOSPFP}} \) be the biggest link failure detection interval in the SOSPFP routing protocol where router \( x \) and router \( y \) are the furthest two closest routers who belong to one common area, i.e.,

\[
D_{\text{SOSPFP}} = \max \left( \min_{y=1, x=1}^n (c(x, y)) \right) \text{ where } a(x) \cap a(y) \neq \emptyset \quad (41)
\]

Since SOSPFP routers are configured in a hierarchal area structure, not every network interruptions have to be propagated throughout the entire routing domain. If the router \( x \) which has its \textit{DoNotAdvertise} bit set on fails, only the members of its area learn about its failure.

Furthermore, let \( P_{\text{SOSPFP}} \) the biggest time interval required to have valid routing tables from the moment that router \( y \) detected the failure of router \( x \) in SOSPFP. Let router \( z \) and router \( y \) be the furthest two routers where router \( x \), router \( y \), and router \( z \) belong to one common area. \( P_{\text{SOSPFP}} \) is set to be the summation of propagation delays between the two furthest router in all areas where the failed router \( x \) occurred, i.e.,

\[
P_{\text{SOSPFP}} = \sum_{y=1, z=1}^n \max (c(y, z)) \text{ where } a(y) = a(z) = a(x) \quad (42)
\]
Using formula 38 above, let $\lambda^{SOSPF}$ be the stability of the network for SOSPF, i.e.,

$$\lambda^{SOSPF} = \frac{F - \left( \max_{y=1, z=1} \left( c(x, y) + \sum_{y=1, z=1}^{n} \max(c(y, z)) \right) \right)}{F} \text{ where } a(x) = a(y) = a(z) \quad (43)$$

In the other hand, currently, ground station on Earth send beacon signal periodically to maintain connectivity with satellites [23], hereafter referred to as referenced technology (RT). Therefore, the link failure detection interval for the referenced technology is the roundtrip propagation delay of a beacon signal. Let $g$ be the Earth ground station and $D^{RT}$ be the biggest link failure detection interval which is the propagation delay between the furthest router $x$ to the Earth ground station $g$, i.e.,

$$D^{RT} = \max_{x=1}^{n}(c(g, x)) \quad (44)$$

In the reference technology, the time interval required to rebuild the routing table is the detection interval which the propagation delay between the furthest router $y$ to the Earth ground station $g$. Let $P^{RT}$ the biggest time interval required to rebuild the routing table for the referenced technology, i.e.,

$$P^{RT} = \max_{y=1}^{n}(c(g, y)) \quad (45)$$

Also, using formula 38 above, Let $\lambda^{RT}$ be the stability of the network for referenced technology, i.e.,

$$\lambda^{RT} = \frac{F - 2 * \left( \max_{x=1}^{n}(c(g, x)) \right)}{F} \quad (46)$$
Table 24: Stability of the network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stability Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda = 1$</td>
<td>The network is free of any updates and there is no convergence period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1 &gt; \lambda &gt; 0$</td>
<td>The network is stable for a period of time. The closer $\lambda$ is to 1, the more stable the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda \leq 0$</td>
<td>The network is not stable. The updates are occurring before the previous convergence period is done.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from Table 24, the closer the stability value gets to 1 the more stable the network is. The stability plays a major role on deciding whether SOSPF is a feasible solution for space networking. Since there is no statistics about how network interruptions occur between routers on board satellites, there is no valid randomization mechanism which will create a real-life scenario in space. However, a number of simulation runs are shown with current or purposed satellite constellation configurations in CHAPTER 6.

5.3 Scalability

The most critical scalability issue is how much overhead an individual SOSPF router will incur when the number of SOSPF routers increases. The most significant factor that contributes to this overhead is the amount of protocol traffic generated per link.

The next question is how does traffic scale with the number of SOSPF routers? The answer to this question is highly dependent on the topology of the network. An SOSPF router $x$, which belongs to the backbone area, may belong to an area at each level of the area hierarchy (see section 3.1.1.2) where $x$ floods each area it belongs to when a new LSA is received (see section 3.5). Thus, in the naive case, where every SOSPF router is a member the backbone area, the SOSPF routing protocol performs poorly.
With intelligent placement where the number of SOSPFP routers belonging to areas at multiple levels is kept small, the traffic per SOSPFP router will remain feasible.

Let $C$ be the subset of $A$ where $C$ contains the celestial object areas and $c$ be the number of areas in $C$. Let $ac_i$ be the $i^{th}$ area in $C$ and $m_i$ be the number of SOSPFP routers in area $ac_i$. Let $S$ be the subset of $A$ where $S$ contains the satellite constellation areas and $s$ be the number of areas in $S$.

Let $\beta$ be the number of propagations in the event of a network change that must be received by all SOSPFP routers. The flooding traffic cost per SOSPFP router in a satellite constellation area is $O(1)$; and flooding traffic cost per SOSPFP router in a celestial object area is $O(n)$ (where $n$ is the number of SOSPFP routers in the area) (see 5.1.1). Thus $\beta$ is:

$$\beta = s + \sum_{i=1}^{c} m_i \quad \text{where } ac_i \in C$$  \hspace{1cm} (47)

Depending on how new SOSPFP routers are configured, $\beta$ can get large very quickly. In the worst case, if every new SOSPFP router is added to the backbone area, then $\beta$ becomes $O(n*l)$ where $l$ is the number of levels in the area hierarchy.

In addition, scalability has a direct correlation with stability since any increase of SOSPFP routers in all areas will prolong the convergence period which will decrease the stability ratio. Thus, SOSPFP router area placement must be done with great care.
CHAPTER 6
SIMULATION PERFORMANCE

In this research, three types of performances are evaluated, 1) stability, 2) scalability, and 3) end-to-end delay.

6.1 Stability
As defined in section 5.2, the degree of the stability of the network depends on which SOSP router fails. Figure 41 shows an example configuration in space where there are six satellite constellations areas, two for the Moon, two for Earth, and two for Mars. The SOSP area hierarchal is shown in Figure 42 and the description and the members of each area is given in Table 25.

In Table 25, EM1, an SOSP router which belongs to the Earth-Moon satellite constellation area, is a member of areas at four levels, 1:3:1:1, 1:3:1, 1:3, and 1. Thus, a change of the link state of EM1 will result to traffic propagation in all four areas. The number of area levels each SOSP router belongs to plays a major role in the stability of the network.

The next section shows how stability is affected by a network interruption at various levels of the solar system area hierarchy.
Figure 41: A sample configuration in space
Figure 42: Area hierarchal for the sample configuration

Table 25: The sample configuration's area membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1, M1, and EM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>E1 and E3, and EM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4</td>
<td>M1 and M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1</td>
<td>EM1 and EM4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:2</td>
<td>E1, E2, and E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:3</td>
<td>E4, E5, and E6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4:1</td>
<td>M1, M2, and M3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:4:2</td>
<td>M4, M5, and M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:1</td>
<td>EM1, EM2, and EM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3:1:2</td>
<td>EM4 and EM5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1.1 Stability Experiment

In an abstract view, the following setup is used:

- A satellite network with a diameter of 1013 km.
- 5000 SOSPF routers are scattered on the orbits of the eight planets and on the orbit of the Earth-Moon using a uniform random function
- The failure interval is 6666 seconds.

Figure 43 shows the stability of the network after a network interruption which occurred at an SOSPF router using stability formula 43 defined in section 5.2.1. In the worst scenario, SOSPF routers which belong to the backbone area (which means that they belong to areas at four levels) have poor performance. In the contrary, SOSPF routers that belong to area at three levels or less maintain a high stability value even at a network diameter which reaches Neptune.

![Stability of Network When A Satellite Router Fails](image)

**Figure 43:** The stability of the network after a failure

Furthermore, if a link failure occurred and must be propagated throughout the routing domain, it has the same effect as the worst scenario. Even in the worst scenario, SOSPF’s
stability did not go lower than the reference technology’s stability.

6.2 Scalability

To measure the scalability performance of the SOSPF routing protocol, scalability formula is applied for incremental count of SOSPF routers up to three thousand SOSPF routers. This evaluation measures how many propagated packets are issued per SOSPF router when a link update occurs using a number of scenarios defined in Table 26 and plot them in Figure 44 using formula 47 defined in section 5.3. In Table 26, each scenario reflects on how many SOSPF routers belong to areas at multiple levels. For example in scenario four, the number of SOSPF routers that belong to areas at four levels is the total number of SOSPF routers divided by forty eight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario #</th>
<th>1 Level</th>
<th>2 Levels</th>
<th>3 Levels</th>
<th>4 Levels (Backbone)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/2</td>
<td>n/2</td>
<td>n/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/4</td>
<td>n/8</td>
<td>n/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/24</td>
<td>n/36</td>
<td>n/48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The worst scenario (scenario 1) in SOSPF is when each added SOSPF router belongs to the backbone. As can be seen from Figure 44, with just moderate modification in the SOSPF router placement, the number of propagated packets per SOSPF router drops significantly. Furthermore, with Intelligent assignment, as in scenario 4, the number of propagated packets per SOSPF router will remain at a low level. Careful planning is required when adding a new SOSPF router to conclude that SOSPF is scalable.
6.3 End-To-End Delay

The end-to-end delay performance study of the SOSPf routing protocol is an example of a future satellite network scenarios for various plausible earth-mars communications. In this simulation study, SOSPf routers area positioned on various Mars and Earth orbits where the performance on an incremental infrastructure scenarios around Earth and Mars is presented.

The simulation makes use of real satellites’ parameter proposed or currently used by NASA [69]. The time and date of the simulation is for one hour from 2002, August 1, 0:0:0 to 2002, August 1, 1:0:0\(^8\). In the simulation, there are 1000 packets to be propagated from one SOSPf router in an Earth satellite constellation area to an SOSPf router in Mars satellite constellation area. The packets sizes are from 112KB to 128KB. All satellites have a bandwidth of 128Kbps.

\(^8\) the choice of time and date is arbitrary
Figure 45: The seven simulation scenarios
Figure 46: The average end-to-end delay

The simulation is run with seven scenarios which are illustrated in Figure 45. Each scenario is a combination of a number of SOSPF routers orbiting Mars and Earth.

This evaluation is comparing the proposed shortest delay intermittent pathway (SDIP) routing algorithm with two other space routing algorithms described earlier, ASCoT routing algorithm [34] and space-time routing framework (STRF) routing algorithm [47].

Figure 46 shows the average end-to-end delay where in scenario one and three, the SDIP routing algorithms shows improvement over the other two algorithms.

In scenario one, there is only one SOSPF router orbiting Mars which means that with limited resources, SOSPF performs better than the other algorithms. Moreover, just by adding one more SOSPF router around Mars in a new satellite constellation area, the SDIP improves even more over the other two algorithms.

On the other hand, when there are three or more SOSPF routers orbiting Mars and Earth, the SDIP and ASCoT space routing algorithm performs exactly the same. STRF did not perform well in all of these scenarios because that the hop count is the main routing
decision factor and hops are treated equally.

In this research, it is concluded that the same goals are achieved with a limited number of routers on board satellites as if higher number of them exists.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Routing in space differ from Earth-like routing given the continuous relative motion of communication satellites with respect to each other and the volatile nature of the space environment. To address these design issues this research propose a routing protocol, Space Open Shortest Path First (SOSPF), which has algorithms which are tailored to fit this space environment.

7.1 Contributions

This research comprises the Space Open Shortest Path First (SOSPF) space communication protocol and the Shortest Delay Intermittent Pathway (SDIP) routing algorithm which is part of the SOSPF communication stack.

SOSPF has the following key features:

1. Define Logical Areas: The protocol divides the Solar System which includes celestial objects and spacecrafts into logically separate areas. Within each area, traffic cost is maintained and the routing information of one area can be summarized and propagated outside the area with reduced overhead. Further security is ensured by preventing intruders inside area whose traffic must be secured.
2. *Predictable Mobility*: In order to improve the accuracy of the routing tables, SOSPF incorporates a spacecrafts mobility prediction component that helps extrapolate and pre-calculate routing tables ahead of time, for faster communication.

3. *Distribute Routing Protocol*: The proposed routing protocol is first distributed routing protocol in a space environment. It encompasses dynamic error detection in space and maintain up-to date routing information which includes, but is not limited to changes in spacecraft trajectory, available bandwidth, or any parameter that can affect the spacecrafts routing capability.

The research’s second contribution is the designing of the Shortest Delay Intermittent Pathway (SDIP) routing algorithm which provides scheduling solutions for intermittent links. Not only does the proposed SDIP routing algorithm handle routing in the space routing domain well, but it can also be used for any routing domain that suffers intermittent yet predictable disconnection. One example of this would be a network where certain routers are configured to be down at certain times.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

The SOSPF routing protocol requires additional features which are not covered in this research. Those features can be categorized as the following:

- *Defining Neighboring Routers List*

  At the time of this research there is no specification on how to configure the *Neighboring Routers List* which specifies which areas an SOSPF router belongs to and for how long. The configuration of this list requires optimal placement heuristics which
involves time and location in space which is a prime research topic in the near future for the SOSPF routing protocol to perform efficiently.

- Inserting new SOSPF router

The original OSPF protocol is a chatty protocol which means that it could congest the routing domain with many flooding messages. SOSPF follows the same footsteps of OSPF in this regard. As the number of SOSPF routers increase, the network becomes more vulnerable to updates. In a naïve method, if all new SOSPF routers added to all celestial object areas possible, the number of message when an update message is issued will grow exponentially. A future research, which allows new SOSPF router to be added intelligently, will maintain a linear growth of the number of message when an update message is issued.

- Added security

In SOSPF, members of one area can secure a few of their parameters using AM-LSA which advertises connectivity information prior joining an area. This scenario is the only case where security is thought of in this research. Although security remains a critical issue in space, security was not a prime concerned at the time of this research. Added security is future research topic which has to be dealt with.

- Support for big packets

In 4.6.1, it is illustrated that packet $s$, that has a delay that is more than the active time period of path $p$, will not use the $p$ in its routing decision. There a number of way to resolve this issue:
1. Break the packet into smaller pieces, or

2. Start transmitting $s$ before $p$’s active time period is up in a way that $s$ arrives at its destination during $p$’s active time period.

These solution and others may be future research topic.

- Defining space colony data structure

The configuration and definition of space colony was specified in this research. In the near future, space colonies and the devices within them have to be defined. Moreover, the interaction between space colonies and other spacecraft has to be defined as well.

Further research might be implemented along the above directions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Area Border Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-LSA</td>
<td>Area Membership-LSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM-Timer</td>
<td>Area Membership Timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Autonomous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBR</td>
<td>AS boundary router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCoT</td>
<td>Autonomous Space Communications Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>Border Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBR</td>
<td>Celestial Object Border Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGP</td>
<td>Exterior Gateway Protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIGRP</td>
<td>Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGP</td>
<td>Gateway-Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRR</td>
<td>Interrogation-Based Relay Routing protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGP</td>
<td>Interior Gateway Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>Internet Protocol Version Six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS-IS</td>
<td>Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>Link State Advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSD</td>
<td>Link State Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSR</td>
<td>Link State Routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBMA</td>
<td>Non-Broadcast-Multi-Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSI</td>
<td>Open Systems Interconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>Open Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPFv3</td>
<td>Open Shortest Path First version three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>Positional Link-trajectory State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIP</td>
<td>Routing Information Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCBR</td>
<td>Satellite Constellation Border Router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDIP</td>
<td>Shortest Delay Intermittent Pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOSPF</td>
<td>Space Open Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF</td>
<td>Shortest Path First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-LSA</td>
<td>Space Router- Link State Advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRF</td>
<td>Space-Time Routing Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToS</td>
<td>Type of Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX A

There are six orbital parameters which define the location of an SOSPF router in space at any time. Those parameters are:

- Semi-major axis \((a)\) : is half of the largest diameter distance between opposite points of an ellipse

- Eccentricity \((e)\) : is the center-foci axis \((c)\) divided by the semi-major axis \((a)\), i.e.,

\[
e = \frac{c}{a}
\]  

- Longitude of the ascending SOSPF router \((\Omega)\) : is the angle from planet’s line toward the vernal equinox point \((Y)\) to the ascending SOSPF router \((A)\) of a satellite's orbit along the plane of planets equatorial plane.

- Argument of perigee \((\omega)\) : is the angle from planet’s line toward the ascending SOSPF router \((A)\) of a satellite's orbit eastward along the satellite’s orbital plane to the perigee \((P)\).

- Inclination of orbit \((\text{inc})\) : is the angle of the satellite’s orbit of the planet’s equatorial plane at the ascending point \((A)\).

- True angle \((v)\) : is the angle from the line of the center of planet toward the perigee \((P)\)
to the orbiting object.

We must define other parameters which assist in the definition of those six parameters:

- **Center-foci axis (c):** is the distance from a foci to center of orbit.

- **Perigee (P):** is the point of the orbit where the orbiting satellite is at its closest point to the planet.

- **Ascending SOSPF router (A):** is a point in the orbit of an object where it crosses the plane of reference from South to North in the direction of motion. (Usually the equator).

- **Vernal Equinox point (Y):** is the point where the center of the Sun, moving northwards, crosses the Earth’s equator.

Figure 47 shows the parameters which are related to the elliptical orbit of satellite $S_i$. Figure 48 shows the parameters which are related to the orbital planes of planet $S_k$ and satellite $S_i$. Figure 49 shows the true angle of satellite $S_i$ orbiting plane $S_k$.

![Figure 47: All the elliptical parameters](image-url)
Figure 48: All orbital parameter of a planet

Figure 49: The view of the true angle
APPENDIX B

B.1 Area Field

Each area is defined with a 128 bit field, called Area Field which is divided into 5 sections. Each section represents a level of the area hierarchy such that the left fist field represents the identity of the routing domain’s backbone level (level 0) and the right most field represents the lowest level of the area hierarchy (see Figure 50).

Moreover, leading zeros are omitted and a field with all zeros from the right is ignored when written. For example 0001:000003:000001:00000000:00000000 is written 1:3:1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 0 (16 bits)</th>
<th>Level 1 (24 bits)</th>
<th>Level 2 (24 bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (32 bits)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4 (32 bits)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 50: The Area Field

B.2 Space Routers List

The Space Routers List consists of all the space objects (celestial objects and spacecrafts) that are used in the SOSP F routing protocol. Each object in space is described in this list to calculate its location and calculate their occlusion status. Each member of the Space Routers List has the following fields:
• *Type* identifies the type of the space object such as
  
  o 0 = Celestial object
  
  o 1 = Spacecraft

• *Calculating Method* describes how the object is calculated. All celestial objects and space crafts that are bound to orbiting a celestial object are to have the *Calculating Method* unless specified otherwise. The setting of the *Calculating Method* is as follow:
  
  o 0 = bound to the six orbital parameters
  
  o 1 = bound to trajectories defined outside the SOSP微量routing protocol

• *ID* is an IPv4 address given to each space object. This IPv4 address is used for the purpose of identification only and has no correlation with IPv4 address assignment on Earth.

• *Semi-major axis* is half of the largest diameter distance between opposite points of an ellipse

• *Eccentricity* is the center-foci axis divided by the semi-major axis

• *Longitude of the ascending SOSP微量 router* is the angle from planet’s line toward the vernal equinox point to the ascending SOSP微量 router of a satellite's orbit along the plane of planets equatorial plane.

• *Argument of perigee* is the angle from planet’s line toward the ascending SOSP微量 router of a satellite's orbit eastward along the satellite’s orbital plane to the perigee.

• *Inclination of orbit* is the angle of the satellite’s orbit of the planet’s equatorial plane at
the ascending point.

- **True angle** is the angle from the line of the center of planet toward the perigee.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of entries</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entry # 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculating Method</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>100.2.22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-major axis (AU)</td>
<td>0.20943951606750488280e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eccentricity °</td>
<td>0.281998182192448011e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude of the ascending SOSPF router °</td>
<td>0.4188790321350976560e1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument of perigee °</td>
<td>0.245154450000000007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination of orbit °</td>
<td>0.13993999455124139790e-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle °</td>
<td>0.5982714873976086020e-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True angle Data and Time</td>
<td>2006:08:30:23:14:50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Entry # 2**     |    |
| Type              | 1 |
| Calculating Method| 0 |
| ID                | 99.1.122.12 |
| Semi-major axis (AU) | 1.20943951606750488280e1 |
| Eccentricity °    | 0.2853422332192448010e-3 |
| Longitude of the ascending SOSPF router ° | 0.5342203213509765601 |
| Argument of perigee ° | 0.453243200000000006 |
| Inclination of orbit ° | 0.1233999455124139790e-2 |
| True angle °      | 0.5982714873976086020e-24 |
| True angle Data and Time | 2000:02:30:11:16:50 |

| **Entry # 3**     |    |
| Type              | 1 |
| Calculating Method| 1 |
| ID                | 99.1.122.12 |
| Semi-major axis (AU) | 0 |
| Eccentricity °    | 0 |
| Longitude of the ascending SOSPF router ° | 0 |
| Argument of perigee ° | 0 |
| Inclination of orbit ° | 0 |
| True angle °      | 0 |
| True angle Data and Time | 0 |

Figure 51: An example Space Routers List
An example of a *Space Routers List* is shown in Figure 51.

B.3 Configured Parameters

*MinLSArrival* is the minimum time that must elapse between receptions of new LSA instances during flooding. The setting of *MinLSArrival* is dependant on the propagation delay between the pair. *MinLSArrival* is set during the database exchange process.

*RouterDeadInterval* is minimum time a router has to wait for a hello packet from a neighboring router prior considering the neighboring router down. The setting of *RouterDeadInterval* is dependant on the propagation delay between the pair. *RouterDeadInterval* is set during the database exchange process.

B.4 Constant Parameters

*MaxTuple* = \(2^8 - 1\)

*MaxMembershipPeriod* = \(2^{16} - 1\).

*Maximum Stability Period* = \(2^{18} - 1\)

*InfDelay* = \(2^{32} - 1\)

Although we have defined those constants, they can be modified if we see fit, in the future.